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Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service 
Cherry County, Nebraska 
October 1987 
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
The people of Cherry County reproted that this past winter nthey must have 
been I ivin' right for a changen as the winter was mi Id and almost considered a 
nbanana be I t n . The 36 inches of snow and pl'ec i p i tat ion b,'ought shal'p contrast 
to the seventy plus inches the winter before! 
Spri"g rains were just right for the majority of the county with the 
except i on . of the extreme eastern m i dd I e edge of the county. Refuge lakes 
overt lowed into one another causing flooding and a back up of waters that wel'e 
never ever observed by old timers before. Heavy rains in the summer left some 
centra I Cherry County ranches hay i ng we I I into schoo I start i ng time wh i I e others 
fully appreciated their lush meadows and good calt crops. Late summer produced 
a hai I storm that virtually wiped out several south Merriman ranches along the 
Niobrara. 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS: 
Ranchers and merchants were fully appreciating the better cattle prices in 
1987. Whi Ie prices increased, the passage of tax reform laws and Chapter 12 
Bankruptcy al lowed many ranchers/businesses to reexamine options. Economic 
education was of prime emphasis by the Extension Service. 
The trade center of Valentine became completely absorbed in a community 
revital ization eftort, seeking physical improvements and clean-up and economic 
development pursuits. The Nebraska Counci I of Home Extension Clubs - Annual 
meeting in June brought 600 women to Valentine and the Regional (5-State) Range 
Judging Contest of the Society of Range Management brought an additional 250 
guests the tirst ot October. These activities helped bring outside tarm/ranch 
deversification to Cherry County. 
ST AFF 1 r\G CHAI\IGES: 
Thomas O. Di I I was hired as the new agriculture agent for Cherry County in 
August atter a seven month vacancy ot the position. Tom has a background of 
Range Management and four years experience from Logan-McPherson Counties where 
he was the only agent. 
Cindy Perrett fi I led the position ot Susan Schl ichting, 4-H Extension 
Assistant, who resigned in December. Cindy started hel' position March 1 and 
resigned her position effective October 15. 
Lynda Radant maintained the position of Extension Agent - Chair Home 
Economics. Delaine Sel I provided continuous assistance to the operation of the 
Extension Service functions as Office Assistant. 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - :hair 
Planning and Organizing Intormation 
Cherry County, Nebraska 
October 1987 
~I~lQrj SQ~Q 
Chairperson: Ken Stephens 
Vice-Chair: Betty (Les) Kime 
Secretary/Treasurer: Wally Bazyn 
Board Members: Shirley (Kenneth) Kime 
Jackie (Roger) Chenoweth 
Candi (Keith) Dusenberry 
Ardith (John) Burton 
Janet (Robert) Parkhurst 
Lowe I I Be I v i I I e 
Major Actions: Hiring an Agriculture Agent and a 4-H Assistant 
Budget preparat ions tor FY 88 hit mil levy ce iii ng; 
equipment replacements 
Retroactive Social Security payments tor agents Radant and 
Di I I were reinstated 
~ ~I~t§lQrj CMCll:. 
Chairperson: Jackie (Roger) Chenoweth 
Vice-Chair: Diana (Larry) Ostrander 
Secretary: Betty (Roger) Quick 
Treasurer: Sandi (Don) Ormesher 
Representative Presidents: Cherry Homemakers - Brenda Daum 
Cozy Fireside - Kel ley Rothleutner 
Emanon - Mary Ward 
Functioning Committees: 
1987 Convention 
Pioneer Picnic 
Membership 
Fami Iy Li te 
Nominations 
Constitutional Revision 
Happy Homemakers - Ruth Stietel 
Kewanee Homemakers - Gyla Bowden 
Merriman Homemakers - Meredieth Daly 
Pine Creek - Lois Janssen 
Prairie Flowers - Deb Traudt 
Simeon Sandcherries - Barb Harms 
Sunshine Sistel~s - Janet Lalett 
Table Top Talent - Patty Colburn 
Town & Country Gals - Prisei I la Wobig 
Music 
Health 
County Fair 
Pub lie i ty 
[u I tUI-a I Alots 
Citizenship 
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Cl-ERRY COUNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
PLAl\NING AND/ORGANIZATlON INFORMATION CONTINUED 
Major Actions: 
Conducted the N.C.H.E.C. Annual Meeting tor 596 registered 
participants 
Nominated and honored Les Kime Fami Iy tor the Great Nebraska Fami Iy 
Contest 
Hosted Pioneer Picnic 
Hosted an Accessories presentation by TRIPP5 ot Nortolk tor 
Spring Tea 
Christmas Tree Fair ot decorated trees 
Cooking Booklet sales tor convention proceeds 
3 
District Director Pat Stettens, Fami Iy Lite, Achievement Night Speaker 
4:±i b:Mb:lh. 
Cha i:f"person: 
Vice':"'Chair: 
Candi (Keith) Dusenberry 
Tom Higgins 
Secretary: 
Treasurer: 
Shirley (Kenneth) Kime 
Pat (Paul) Young 
Conci I Representatives: 
Functioning Committees: 
Agricultural 
Awards 
Achievement Night 
Horse 
Leader Trainings 
Home Economics 
Livestock 
Major Actions: 
John Ravenscrott 
Janet (Robert) Parkhurst 
Rita Schneider (Stan) 
Ga I ene (Merr i I I) Fe I I er 
Roseanne (Rod) EI I iott 
Betty (Les) Kime 
Chris Buechle 
Pub lie Re I at ions 
Sma I I An i ma I s 
Style Revue 
Publ ic Speaking/Demonstration/Music 
Trophy & Ribbon 
Shooting Sports 
The 4-H Counci I made some major goal setting in 1986-87. The 
committees and otticers ot the Counci I set the goals ot which the 
new 4-H Ass i stant wou I d be asked to WOIA k towards those goa I s 
with the 4-H Counci I. 
The tive goals were not I isted by any degree ot importance. They are 
al I major concerns and areas where we teel we must increase our 
ettectiveness to continue a strong 4-H program. 
1. Increase ettectiveness ot the 4-H Counci I through 
committee work. 
2. 
3. 
Educate and publ icize the benetits ot 
Provide assistance to 4-H 
4-H. 
Leaders with 
educational/organizational sharings and appropriate 
recognition. 
4. Develop a curriculum tlow tor 4-H projects. 
5. Increase teen enrollment and recruitment. 
Mrs. Lynda (Larry) Radant 
Extension Agent Chair - Home Economics 
Mr. Thomas O. Di I I 
Extension Agent - Agriculture 
Miss Susan Schl ichting 
4-H Assistant (to December 15, 1966) 
Mrs. Lucinda (Dick) Perrett 
4-H Assistant (March 1 to October 15, 1967) 
Miss Delaine Sel I 
Ott ice Assistant 
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f\E8RASKA COOPERATl VE EXTENSION SERV fCE 
REPa<!T OF ACCOI'PLl9-lMENT #1 
CHERRY COlJ\JTY 
DATE PREPARED 
PROGRAM TITLE 
STPFF 
OCTOBER 1987 720 
CES ACXVIINISTRATION AND MARKETING EFFORTS 
LYNDA RADANT - EXTENSION AGENT - HOME ECONOMICS - CHAIR 
5 
As the result ot the ettorts ot combined statt and the Chel~ry County Extension 
Board, the tol lowing managerial efforts to improve the efficienty and image 
ot the Cherry County Cooperative Extenson Offices were made: 
1. County Statf Positions Fi I led 
- 2. Environmental and physical taci I iteis of office improved 
3. Budgetary requirements met within restrictions 
County Staff and general publ ic and County Extension Board 
Cooperation was sol icited between Cherry County Commis5~ioners, 
Extension Board, West Central District Administration and 
members with the aid of the bui Iding landlord. 
Per sonne I: 
tul I-time otfice assistant hired trom 47 appl icants 
Cherry 
County 
County 
Statt 
coordinated personnel and programming/training dUring Ag Agent vacancy 
- Agriculture Agent Di I I hired to fi I I Ag Agent position 
proceeded with probationary staft review and termination 
helped secure and train substitue-secretarial assistant 
coord i nated Stoke I y Ret i rement recogn i t ions on ! [Jca I I eve I and NACEB 
nomination 
ret i rement program ot T IAA-CREF cost shal~ i ng pl~ogi~am tor County Statt 
initiated 
ass i sted 4-H Counc i I and County Extens i on Boal~d in estab I ish i ng 
guidel ines for a new 4-H Assistant 
Instigated weekly statt meetings for office personnel to improve 
planning, coordination and cooperative program efforts and communication 
-Position discriptions written with help of Extension Board 
Environmental and Structural Changes: 
Reworked office floor plan to improve heating/cool ing efficienty due to 
computer and staff needs 
electrical system in oft ice remodel led to accommodate larger oft ice 
machines and improve safety measures 
new carpeting and paint on al I wal Is 
created an office area for 4-H Assistant 
REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENT CONTINUED 
or9anized a publ ic information bank for printed materials 
updated other storage needs tor Home Economics, Agl"iculture and 4-H 
and Reception area as wei I as closet, restroon and storage areas 
Equipment breakdowns and replacements: 
- reel to reel recorder replaced with personal recorders/dictation 
system 
Panasonic copier rebui It and later replaced 
new telephone system 
IBM Memory Writer motor replaced 
Audio-visual equipment needs updated tor program needs: 
overhead projector, video monitor and stand (caramate secured with 
EPA funds) 
miscel lanous smal I office equipment replaced atter being worn out . 
. 
Other Administrative Management Tasks: 
Set up budget proposals tor fiscal years tor Extension Board and 
County Commissioners 
Investi9ated le9al-1 iabi I ity and tire/disaster insurance ommissions 
discovered and explored remedies tor Social Security payment deficits at 
County Agents 
6 
coordinated contracted payments tor Nebraska Job '~aining and Placement 
tor trainin9 new 4-H Assistant 
establ ished a new bookkeepin9 system 
pursued reduced cost equipment needs through Educational Service Unit 
obtained office credit card for less uhandl ing U orl agent/county expenses 
attended Managerial lnservices: 
The Agent Chair as a Mid-Manager 
Managerial Leadership and Motivation 
assisted in transition of Assistant and Ag Agent positions, tl~aining and 
programming eftorts with CRp and Pesticide Training Programs 
f\.EBRASKA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
REPORT a= ACCOfvpLlSJ-M::NT #2 
DA TE PREPARED 
PRcx;RAM TITLE 
STPFF 
OCTOBER 1987 
RANCH AND HCUSEHCLD MANAGEMENT 
LYNDA RADANT AND TOM DILL 
As a result ot this emphasis participants wi I I: 
CHEI'!RY COUNTY 
630 and 417 
1. understand the basic principles ot tinancial management and be exposed 
to new ideas, approaches and tax law changes 
2. gather, organize and analyze their tinancial stituations to make more 
~constructive decisions 
3. 'tormulate plans tor a management process to analyze or re-evaluate 
tarm/ranch and household management 
4. se the Cooperative Extension Service as a resource base for tami Iy 
tinancial assistance 
Sandhi I I area tarmers, ranchers and Home Extension Club members, accountants, 
lawyers, FL8 and PCA otticials and members 
Three meetings on tinancial reor9anization were held pel'tainin9 to tax law 
changes and intormation on Chapter 12 bankruptcies. 
Private consultations provided assistance in cl'eating cash-tlow and tinancial 
statements tor loan agencies. 
Home Extension club members and other interested individuals were presented 
the lesson on Ell~ l~ ~g?~L E1D9 l~ Eg?~· 
lnservice methods tor agents provided more indepth trainin9 or financial 
backgrounding. 
As a result ot this emphasis, ~2Q2alQa ~2lQ~i~~~i became a topic of interest as 
businesses serving the a9riculture area identitied a need tor business 
analysis. Consultations with ranchers by A9 Financial Managers ot the 
University met at our Extension Ott ice. Greater Nebraska Job Trainin9 
Pr09ram provided information; bankers and accountants sou9ht out Extension 
Service cash tlow and financial record forms, additional information on 
ti I ing, household budgeting and })Your Chi Id and Your Money)) Learn-at-Home 
packets were distributed. Radio and newspapel' features and columns 
emphasized tinance intormation. 
7 
C1-ERRY COU\ITY 
OCTOBER 1987 
RANCH AND I-OL.EEi-oL.D MANAGEMENT CONT. 
As a result ot this program, 
meetings, 194 tami Iy 
Managing Mainstreet was 
provided. 
150 people attende three Chapter 12 and Tax Law 
units reorganized their tami Iy-tinancial ti lesJ 
planned tor tal I 1987. Numerous consultations were 
8 
Radio and newspaper covered approximately 200 square mi les ot Sandhi I Is and Southern 
South Dakota. Ettorts are being made to expand this area ot emphasis due to the 
positive response and resources avai lable tor the pub/ ie. 
Success Story 
Thrust: 417 and 630 
Statt : Oil I and Radant 
CHERRY COlJ\ITY 
Farmers in a Changing 
Economy 
9 
A Touchy Subject - Handled Wei I 
When many cal Is started coming into both agents in the Cherry County 
Extension Ott ice a plan was begun. With the new Chapter 12 Bankruptcy Laws 
came some major questions and controversy. In an attempt to answer some ot 
those q~estions and hopetully rei ieve some controvery the Cherry County 
, 
Extension Service and other organizations empbarked on a mission to supply 
needed intormation to the publ ic. 
Three meetings were held in the past year to provide a publ ic forum and 
provide sound intormation. The tirst in the series ot meetings was held in 
November 1986 and was co-sponsored by a Support G'-DUP trom cody and the 
Extension Ott ice. this tirst meeting was to talk about the provisions in 
the Chapter 12 Laws. A bankruptcy lawyer trom Lincoln presented the program. 
We had 84 producers, lawyers and business people in attendance. 
The second meeting, co-sponsored by Cherry and BKR Extension, was entitled 
Chapter 12 tor creditors. The meeting was held in February 1987 and intormation 
was presented by Dave Aiken trom UNL. Attendance was very low (7). Howeve,- , 
the intormaton presetned was valuable to two businesses that used the 
intormation to help solve some customer problems. The third meeting held in 
March 1987 was co-sponsored by the County Bar Association and the Extension 
Service. Judge Mahoney, Nebraska's Bankruptcy Judge) presented intormation on 
CAhpter 12 Bankruptcy laws to 56 producers) lawyers) County Judges and 
businesses. 
Success Story Continued 
The series ot meetings was intended to al Iowa wide spectrum ot views to be 
heard. With three ditterent appraoches we were able to intorm many different 
people ot the Chapter 12 Bankruptcy Laws. Viewpoints from a 
representing people fi I in9 for bankruptcy, from a lawyer 100kin9 at the 
creditor)s side, and the State Bankruptcy Judge were pl'esented. The results ot 
the three meetings are sti I I being observed. The number of bankruptcy ti lings 
has de~eased in Cherry County and many rumors have been stopped in their 
tracks. Producers, bankers, and businesses are al I better intormed and teel 
more comtortable talking about Chapter 12 bankruptcy. 
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f\E8RASKA COOPERATIVE. EXTENSTION SERVIE 
REPORT OF ACCOf"flUSHMENT **3 
OCTOBER 1987 
CHERRY COUNTY 
DA TE PREP.AREO 
PROGRAM TITLE 
STAFF 
ECONOMICS OF HOLEING, HOME FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
LYNDA RADANT - EXTENSION AGENT - HOME ECONOMICS 
11 
610 
As a result ot this emphasis, homemakers and 4-H membel's wi I I develop personal 
ski lis in retinishing turniture, restoration ski lis and recycl in9 at tami Iy 
turnishings. General value awareness and heritage appreciation tor older 
tu~ishings wi I I be developed whi Ie provided with economical redecoratin9 
ideas. 
Home Extension Club members, 4-H members and general publ ic 
One week ot turniture retinishing ski I Is were taught in workshop sessions at the 
Cherry County Fair9rounds. )Sewin9 tor the Home) session was conducted by 
Shirley Niemeyer, Home Interiors Special ist. 4-H projects - Create Your 
Corner, Home Bui Iding Blocks, and Design AI I Around You - were promoted and 
project meetings held. 
As a result ot the Furniture Finishing Finesse) workshop, ten people retinished 
twenty turniture or wood items. Two participants were protessional wood 
cratters or turniture restorers. Twenty-tive people attended the Sewin9 
tor Your Home session. Advanced 4-H projects in Home Environment had 
displays and county tair entries tor the tirst time in years. 
The physical and psychological stress due to economic conditions was lessened 
tor participants by learning recycl in9 and reconditioning at their existing 
properties. Emotional stabi I ity was added by helping participants 
personalize their homes with tami Iy keepsake turniture and low cost turnishings. 
r-EBRASKA COOPERAT 1 VE EX TENS 1 ON SERV 1 CE 
REP~T a= ACCCl"PLl5H'1ENT #4 
OCTOBER 1987 
CHERRY COlJ\lTY 
DA TE PREPAA!ED 
PRffiRAM TITLE 
STPFF 
ECO\JOMICS Of FOOD AND NUTRLT ION 641 
LYNDA RADANT - EXTENSION AGENT - HOME ECONOMICS 
12 
Provide nutrition updates on the latest toad and nutrition problems and 
resources avai lable to the publ ic in educational presentations, 
newsreleases to al I media. 
Promote and provide an opportunity tor Cherry county residents to participate in 
E~tin9 Today tor a Healthier Tomorrow that includes oesteoporosis, cancer, 
tiber, obesity, and disease prevention trainin9. 
Promote 4-H nutrition and toad preparation throu9h 4-1-1 Outdoor Cookin9 Project 
AI I youth and general publ ic at Cherry County. 
Eatin9 Today tor a Healthier Tomorrow pr09ram 
Newspaper columns and radio pr09rams 
Mini-lessons at Senior Citizen Center in Valentine 
4-H Outdoor Cookin9 Contest at County Fair pl'omoted via 4-1-1 newsletter 
Feedback tram the radio pr09rams was very positive. Little teedback was 9ained 
tram newspaper. The ETHT pr09ram 9arnered interest because at support articles 
written by state statt in the Omaha World Herald. 
The Eatin9 Today tor a Healthier Tomorrow pr09ram was dropped tram the tall-
winter line ot work because ot the uWi I Ipower N healthy eatin9 pr09ram 
sponsored by the local hospital. A rural area cannot support two pr09rams 
at the same emphasis at the same time. However, interest continues and a 
tal I target date has been establ ished. 
The Outdoor Cookin9 Contest 9arnered one contestant. The other known contestant 
dropped out due to county tair schedule changes. 
f\EBRASKA COOPERAT I VE EXTENS 1 ON SERV ICE 
REPORT OF ACCOMPLl5H'£NT #5 
CHERRY COL.NTY 
DATE PREPARED 
PROGR~ TITLE 
STAFF 
OCTOBER 1987 
HOME EXTENSION CLUB RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT - CONVENTION 
LYNDA RADANT EXTENSON AGENT - HOME ECONOMICS 
BOBBIE SWAI~D - ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR - HOME ECONOMICS 
To provide an educational and personal growth opportunities tor members. 
To insti I I and encourage leadership development in convention attendees. 
To provide an opportunity tor economic gains tor the local area surrounding 
Valentine, Nebraska. 
13 
To otter tami I ies as wei I as members a recreational and intormative vacationing 
opporunities whi Ie hosting the convention, June 17-19, 1987. 
Nebraska Counci I ot Home Extension Club members and otticers 
Cooperating - neighboring host counties 
Cherry County Home Extension Club members 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension Club State leaders 
A brainstorming session ot community resource people tOI' meeting convention 
needs 
A networking structure ot co-chairpersons (east and west end ot county), club 
representatives, convention committees with co-chairpersons and community 
leaders and state leader. 
Observation ot the Annual Meeting in Hastings 1986. 
The management networking proved to be hi9hly successtul within a heirarchy 
setting tor communications and activities. 
500 participants was the 90al tor our ge09raphic area and 594 registered tor the 
annual meeting. 
By now the Nebraska Counci I ot Home Extension Clubs-Annual Meetin9 in Valentine 
is history and wondertul memories. Everyone is sti I I talkin9 about what a 
good time they had and the Cherry County Home Extension Club members are 
sti I I tul I ot pride and 900d teel ings about a job wei I done. The entire 
commun i ty has a strong sense ot new cont i dence tell' ))hand I i n9)) the 596 
conventioneers. 
And now .. tor the rest ot the story ... 
14 
REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENT CONTINUED 
In June 1984, the Cherry County Home Extension Counci I extended an invitation to 
the annual meetin9 to be in Valentine. In AU9ust 1984, 1 started as the 
Extension Agent and hecame aware ot some rumbl in9s within the clubs. The 
complaint was that the m~mQ~r§blE had never been asked it !b~~ wanted to 
help with the convention! The Fal I Counci I meetin9 recommended each club 
member vote and the overal I majority would rule. 
Discussion was rampart, spl it teel in9s and I visited a lot ot club meetin9s to 
help clarity a tew issues ot contusion. At this particular point 1 would 
support either decision to continue or to rescind the invitation. Many 
members seemed ~illl exhausted trom the convention 30 years a90. Others 
put the question to economic hard-times: Could Cherl'Y County attord NOT to 
otter the convention? The exposure and outside income would be a boost to 
the ~ommunity. 
, 
The votin9 proceeded and majority ruled. The convention was to be and it would 
take 100% cooperation to produce such an event. The »ownership» ot this 
upcomin9 convention would be the responsibi I ity ot the Cherry County Home 
Extension Club women; not one sin91e person as a »rin9 master» tor the 
circus ot activities. 
The community became involved in a brainstorming session. A ticticious story 
was presented to the brainstormers that a jumbo jetl iner had just had an 
emergency landin9 in Valentine. The sate and sound passengers would be 
unable to leave Valentine tor several days. Question: How would the 
community ot Valentine teed, house and entertain their sudden 9uests. The 
answers were enter9ainin9' resourcetul, tun and provided unheard ot ideas 
that 9ave tantastic reSOUrces tor a convention committee to work trom. 
The clubs establ ished a convention contact spokesperson; eleven committees were 
establ ished and two co-chairpeople coordinated the meetin9s and progress. 
Thirteen women attended the Hastin9s annual meetin9 to observe their roles. 
Goals were set: Re9istration at 400 would be disappointing; 500 just ri9ht 
and 600 would put us at PANIC level. 
The plans and convention went smoothly as 596 women re9istered! 
Memories and special moments were created. You've heard the tales, seen the 
momentos and recal I the excitement about the convention. 
The most outstandin9 outcome ot the convention was not an actual event at the 
convention tor this Extension agent. The success of the three year event 
was seein9 attitudes and bel iets take shape, overcome the economic 
depressions and downed attitudes within our community. It was the entire 
city and county pul I in9 t0gether to otter a cleaned up and revital ized 
city; a tourism board; and service or9anizations pitchin9 in to help the 
Home Extension Club women. It was seein9 WOmen in I ittle known leadership 
roles pul I in9 t0gether 9rOPUS and resources 150% of their time, ener9Y and 
talents, and seein9 a newer person emerge. 
Valentine and Cherry County Won't ever be the same after that convention ... and 
we can thank everyone we had the opportunity to tap new talents, resources, 
knowledge and renew spirits. 
»And now, you know the rest ot the story!» 
Success Story 
CHERRY COLNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
ECOI'JQ'1IC II"PACT OF ND-EC CON'v'ENT ION 
by 
Lynda Radant 
15 
The Nebraska Counci I ot Home Extension Clubs annual convention in Valentine 
is now history but the applause is sti I I rol I ing in trom those who attended. 
The two plus eyars ot ettorts by the Cherry County Home Extension Club volunteer 
women have beenrichly rewarded trom outsiders as wei I as personal satistaction 
ot a job~wel I done. 
, 
The NconventionN was most timely tor the Valentine community with it 
Nrevital izationN ettorts. Not only did businesses rol lout the red carpet but 
homeowners spruced up, cleaned up, and pitched in royally. Many, many 
compl iments were received on the superior hospital ity. 
One ot the tavorite events was the Moon I ight Madness on Main Street. The 
convention participants were anxious to walk, explore, and collect some moment os 
atter sitting in sessions al I day. Coupons ottered in the tavor bags seemed to 
entice conventioneers to spend $8500 in businesses in less than a tour hour 
period. THis ti9ure did not include any tood service establ ishments (other than 
Father Carl serving spices ot pie and cot tee yet at midnight!). 
The motel businesses were booked sol id tor months in advance and over one 
hundred conventioneers tound the hospital ity in private homes. Many new 
triendships were kindled and this produced $2000 outside revenue to local 
residents. 
Food Service tor the meals received rave revues tOI' being del icious and 
tast. A total ot 2371 meals were served to the tune ot $14,300. A majority 
portion ot that money stays in the community due to groceries and the hiring ot 
many youth to help serve the meals. The churches and their groups were most 
16 
Success Story Continued 
generous in their hospital ity and helping out. The Chamber of Commerce in 
Valentine showed locals how to serve 329 people a Chuckwagon style breakfast of 
biscuits, gravy and sausage in an houl~ and a half at the beautiful Sweetheart 
Garden. (Many of those Chamber members making gravy at 4:30 a.m. were the store 
owners sti I I helping shopper at twelve o}clock midnight that same day!). 
The tours were coordinated by another Extension Club woman on a volunteer 
basis. _When the »Cowboy and Indian Tour» exceeded our expectations by 600 
• 
percent, transportation was our major concern. However, congenial busdrivers 
from Cody-Ki Igore and Breuklanders came through in a pinch! One hundred twenty-
six people toured our rangeland beauty spots and the Rosebud Indian Reservation. 
How do you thank a retired county agent that hand cranked fifty women 
across the Niobrara River in a cable car so the conventioneers could see our 
beautiful waterfal Is and river country? And how about the businesswoman who led 
a canoeing tour, sprained her ankle, saved two I ives, then helped provide music, 
make gravy and biscuits and help keep the stores open ti I midngith! The fishing 
tour was very meager in participants but overboard in hospital ity by our local 
guide. Th histol~ic places in the heart of Valentine represent the manylong 
hours and years of care of our keepsakes and heritage by our local residents. 
The tours were a breakeven venture but the exposure level cannot be measured in 
dol lars. As one woman wrote in a thank you letter) ))1 hope to come back and 
bring my husband with me. He I ives for his cattle, as your ranchers do) and I 
know he would love to see your Sandhi I Is and have that beautiful 9rasss to run 
his cattle on.)) 
In all, 230 people (includin9 husbands and entil~e farni I ies) participated in 
our tours. Its been many years since any NCHEC Convention had that type of 
17 
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interest in comin9 early to convention to partake in the tours! And tor those 
comin9 Tuesday ni9ht, a celebration in pioneer heritage by Cherry County)s 
Marianne Beel, another estimated 300 people took part in the Armchair Tour. 
The taci I ities ot Valentine Rural Hi9h School were pertect in every way tor 
general sessions to individual learnshop sessions. We were commended on havin9 
such a 90rgeous taci I ity in Our community. 
Wha~ does this al I say? Wei I, to me it says volunteers such as the 150 
, 
active Extension Club women in Cherry County can have a tremendous impact when 
promotin9 Cherry County as a conventon center. To al I the people in Cherry 
County, anythin9 asked to be done was done very wei I and way beyond 
expectations! We have suce talents, resources and energy! Econommically, look 
what it did tor the county, two weeks ago and its potential intluences later due 
to exposure we)ve created. 
This convention proves one thing tor sure. Cherry County and Valentine are 
the greatest! 1 challenge anyone belon9in9 to an or9anization ot any type to 
otter our hospital ity to the rest ot the state and nation! 
f\EBRASKA COOPERAT I'vE EXTENSION SERV 1 CE 
REP~T OF ACCO"PLl9-r'ENT *"6 
CHERRY COUNTY 
DATE PREPARED 
PRcx:;RAM TITLE 
STAFF 
OCTOBER 1987 
AUDIENCE OUTREACH - 4-H 
LYNDA RADANT - EXTENSION AGENT - HOME ECONOMICS 
As a result ot this emphasis participants wi I I: 
728 
1. increase awareness ot the individual 9rowth and ski I I development 
benetits throu9h association ot 4-H. 
2. ~ Provide a resource base tor 4-H personnel and leaders needin9 
additional intormation ot ideas tor workin9 with handicapped audiences 
3. Create more awareness ot the versati I ity and needs met with special 
audiences throu9h 4-H pr09rams tor the Cherry County and the State ot 
Nebraska. 
Primari Iy County Extension Agents - State Leaders, 4-H Assistants and Aides, 4-H 
Club leaders and potential 4-H members that are handicapped. 
A resource base and collection ot materials and methods trom other states was 
establ ished and bibl i09raphy printed. 
A promotional tlyer was developed promotin9 N4-H tor Special Kids N. 
lnservices tor special education teachers and 4-H Protessional. 
Guidel ines tor leaders workin9 with handicapped 4-H chi Idren was provided in new 
4-H manuals and leaders 9uides. 
Pr09ram directions, maintenance help and continued support ot developmental 
level 4-H projects tor handicapped and 9itted audiences was provided. 
Thirty-tive special education teachers, ei9hty Cooperative Extension Service 
pr09ram leaders and approximately thirty 4-H Club leaders received 
awareness trainin9 and instructional teachin9 aids. 
State 4-H Statt was assisted with manual writin9 9uidel ines and several projects 
were noted in State Fair competition. 
A resource I istin9 and promotional tlyer was developed tor state distribution. 
18 
Success Story 
))Special Kids)) in 4-H 
by 
Lynda Radant 
U-ILI:'(I;';Y COLNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
19 
When you really bel ieve in a cuase, you'l I do anything to promote the 
ettort. Including the tact ot saying ))yes)) to providing an inservice session on 
Handicapped and Special Kids in 4-H. That's what we did last tal I, but when the 
moment cam closer, the other two volunteer agents and 1 began to panic. How 
could we be most ettectlve? How could we convince 4-H volunteers to help 
Would we be able to hold the attention ot the 
(hopefully) twenty people who might attend? Oh wow! ~Qtt~! 
Our noon luncheon time arrived and so did the eighty agents, assistants 
and special ists that ventured into our presentation! We captrued their 
attention by imposing a handicap ot bl indness, learning disabi I ities, hearing or 
I imb restriction with a collection ot bandages, crutches, wheelchairs, and 
mittens. The selt-serve buttet luncheon became a REAL challenge. The opening 
ot the luncheon began in sign language. Activities and lectures challenged the 
Extenion personnel to use 4-H projects to capture special talents in 4-H'ers and 
al low them to work to their potential. Special tips and guidel ines were 
provided and a table ot resources were open tor viewing. 
At the end ot the luncheon, participants shed their handicaps to be more 
aware ot others handicaps and to learn a motto in sign language ... 
))TO MAKE THE BEST BETTER"! 
f\E8RAS<A COOPERATIVE EXT8£IOf\l SERVICE 
REPORT OF ACCOfVPLISH"ENT #7 
CHERRY COLNTY 
DATE PREPARED 
PROGRAM TITLE 
STPFF 
"-, 
OCTOOER 1987 
INTEGRATED REPRODUCTIVE MANAGEl"ENT 3U6 
GEr\E CEUTSQ-£R, EXT8£IOf\l BEEF SPECIALIST, WEST CENTRAL RESEARCH 
CENTER 
IVAN RL&I, EXTEI\EION SPECIALIST, PANHANDLE I~ESEARCH CENTER 
DOf\l 1-UD5(X\J, D. V. M. EXTEN3ION VETERNAR IAN, WEST CENTRAL RESEARCH 
CENTER 
MARSHALL FRAZIER, EXTEN3ION TECHNICIAN AGI~lCLJLTURE ECON., UNL 
GEORGE PFE I FFER , ASS 1 ST Af'.lT PROFESSOR AGR 1 CUL TURE ECOf\l., UNL 
TOM DILL, EXTEI\E 1 Of\l AGENT - AGR I CLL TLRE 
IRM ranch coordinator 
20 
Personal indepth service to the IRM cooperator in al~eas ot tinancial management, 
winter cow/calt nutrition, 9razin9 management, and bredin9. Encourage 
rancher attendance at meetin9s and workshops on al I areas ot the ranchin9 
business. 
Worked with rancher to obtain teed analysis ot hay. Determined winter 
throu9h use ot a9net and based on teed the rancher had avai lable. 
ration 
Assisted 
rancher in determinin9 pl'oper summer stockin9 rate and pasture rotation. 
Selected possible sites tor meadow improvement or alfalfa establ ishment to 
increase protein ot winter teeds. 
Nutrition pr09ram was updated and the purchased protein supplement costs were 
reduced. This was accompl ished by determinin9 which protein supplement 
cost the least on a pound ot protein basis. With a complete teed analysis 
done on hay a least cost ration was tormulated. As a result the herds 
conception rate incrased trom 78.6% in 1986 to 84.6% in 1987. The total 
number ot cows was increased trom 309 in 1986 to 369 in 1987. This was a 
result ot a leasin9 arrangement and was accompl ished by determinin9 the 
carryin9 capacity ot pastures and winter teed supply. A reduction in calt 
losses trom birth to weanin9 was accompl ished by a mDI~e complete health and 
nutrition pr09ram. The calt loss in 1986 was 22 whi Ie in 1987 it was 11. 
Sixteen ot the calt losses in 1986 were ot unknown I'easons whi Ie only 3 
were unknown in 1987. It was thou9ht many ot the 1986 calt crap losses 
could be attributed to either C & D toxoid or general nutrition. Balanced 
rations and an improved herd health pr09ram reduced the calt lasses in the 
1987 calt crap. 
Cl-ERRY Ccx...Jl.JTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
1 NTEGRATED REPRODUCT 1 VE MANAGEI"ENT CONT 1 NLED 
21 
306 
The pr09ram has helped the operator to reduce costs and obtain a much better 
handle on the entire enterprise. Work wi I I continue and turther progress 
wi I I be accompl ished. 
22 
t\E8RASKA COOPERATIVE EXTEt£ION SERVICE 
REPCRT a= ACCOI"'PL 15H'£NT #8 
CHERRY COUNTY 
DA TE PREPARED 
PROGRAM TITLE 
STPFF 
OCTOBER 1987 
FCRAGE RENOVATIQ\J Q\J WETLAf'.JOS AND RANGELANDS 
DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
DENNIS BAUER, EXTEt£IQ\J AGENT - BRK DISTRICT 
TOM DILL, EXTEt£ION AGENT - CHERRY COUNTY 
154 
156 
To increase qual ity and quantity of hay produced on wet meadows in the 
Sandhi I Is. Learn to adjust haing time, when possible, to al low higher 
quality hay harvesting. Accept a procedure to renovate meadows by 
, . 
vegetative control and interseeding suitable species. 
Cherry County and BKR District ranchers, local NRD, and SC5 personnel. 
Continued demonstration plot work and establ ishment. Tours, presentations at 
professional meetings and one-on-one contacts wi I I be used to explain the 
process. 
1 have been asked to present a paper with Dennis BauelA at the State meeting of 
the Society for Range Management in October 1987. We have selected two 
additional sites to put demonstration plots on and these wi I I be seeded 
this winter. 
Two plots of garr i son creep i ng foxta i I seeded in 1983 alAe st i I I be i ng observed 
and data is collected from them. Three other plots were seeded in January 
of 1987 and data has been co I I ected on the. FelAt iii zelA was app lied to one 
of the new seedings to determine the effect. The terti I izer was appl ied at 
rates of 30 and 60 pounds of nitrogen, 15 and 30 pounds of sulfur, and 23 
and 46 pounds of phosphorus. There was no evidence of increased yield the 
first growing season. One of the establ ished plots was terti I ized with 40 
pounds of phosphorus and did respond with a higher yield. Dennis Bauer and 
I have been asked to present a paper to the Nebraska Section Society tor 
Range management on the garrison creeping foxtai I plots. We wi I I attend 
the meeting on October 15 and 16 to present the paper. 
We have sprayed approximately 20 acres for a prodUcer to establ ish a larger 
scale demonstration plot. The area wi I I be seeded in the fal I of 1987. 
I\EBRA9<.A .cOOPERATIVE EXTENSI(X'.J SERVICE 
REPORT OF ACCOMPLI sr-uvENT '1*9 
CHERRY CCU\JTY 
DATE PREPARED 
PRCGRAM TITLE 
STAFF 
OCTOBER 1987 
RAr\IGE AND FORAGE PRODUCT I ON 527 
TOM DILL, EXTENSI(X'.J AGENT - AGRICULTURE - CrERRY COUNTY 
JIM NICHOLS, EXTENSION RANGE AND FORAGE SPECIALIST - WEST 
CENTRAL RESEARCH CENTER 
PAT REECE, EXTENSION RAr'£E AND FORAGE SPECIALIST - PAl\lHANDLE 
RESERACH CENTER 
IVAN RUSH, EXTENSION BEEF SPECIALIST - PANHANDLE RESEARCH CENTER 
JIM GOSEY, EXTENSION BEEF SPECIALIST - LINCOLN 
Ranch Operators and 4-H Youth 
23 
Personal contact with ranchers, smal I coffee-shop meetings) tield days and work 
with the SCS Conservationists. 
Held two coffee-shop meetings on Range nutrition and Range Management practices. 
Held three range tield days and worked with SCS personnel to develop plans 
for C.R.P. seedings. 
Attendance at cot fee-shop sessions averaged six operatolAs per meeting. We held 
sessions at Merriman and Valentine on two dates. The response was very 
good as most ot the operators said they learned mOlA8 and enjoyed this type 
of meeting. The set up al lowed them to visit about specific problems or 
questions they had on their own operation. 
The Range Field Days were set up and carried out with the cooperation ot the 
Soi I Conservation Service District Conservationist. They were held at 
three locations across the county and centered on plant identification) 
range site determination, estimating range condition and management 
techniques. The main audience was 4-H youth, but there were several 
parents and operators at each tield day. Bu working with the youth we were 
able to reach adults. Attendance averaged nine youth and four adults. The 
number of 4-H) ers enro I led in the Range Management l::Jroject increased over 
previous years. The range plant books exhibited at County Fair were 
excel lent, with one going to State Fair and selected as the top book and 
range exhibit in Nebraska. 
Working with the Soi I Conservation Service plans were cDmpleted to seed over 
13,000 acres for the Conservation Reserve Plan. Whi Ie working with the SCS 
I was ab I e to vi s·i t with many of the opelAators about the CRP seed i ngs as 
wei I as overal I range management practices on their place. Three operators 
have planned and began a grazing rotation system based on intormation 
Cl-ERRY COLNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
R~ PND FORAGE PRODUCTION CONTINlED 
24 
9ained trom these visits. Plans were tinal ized by the Extension Ott ice and 
SCS ott ice to set cages and measure yield on one ot the operators system. 
This wi I I be9in in 1988 with the start ot the 9razin9 system. 
f\E8RASKA COOPERA Tl 'v'E EXTENS 1 Q\J SERV 1 CE 
REPORT OF ACCOI"FLlSl-r£NT #10 
CHERRY Ca..NTY 
DATE PREPARED 
PROGRAM TITLE 
STM=F 
OCTOBER 1987 3U4 
LI'v'ESTOCK PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT - YOUTH 
CINDY PERRETT - EXTENSION ASSISTANT 
TOM DILL - EXTENSION AGENT - AGRICULTURE 
DOYLE WOL'v'ERTON -
25 
To promote leadership ski I Is along with practical experience to 4-H members and 
parents in beet cattle production and marketing. 
, 
auDIENCE 
4-H Members 
4-H Parents 
4-H Leaders 
Interested Publ ic 
1. Grooming CI inic - gave demonstration on tittin9 a calt, market beet, or 
breedin9 heiter tor the show ring as a marketing tool. This included 
jud9in9 an animal tor its stren9ths and its taults in order to groom 
accordin9ly. Included was also discussion of the purpose ot that animal 
and teeding to promote growth not necessari Iy tat. 
2. Jud9in9 CI inic - Judge ditterent classes ot I ivestock to understand 
purposes at ditterent production practices and animals use. Required being 
able to pick out ditterences between animals and judging according to 
animals purpose, stage at growth, and time involved in reachin9 that 
intended purpose. Opinions and placings ot judges were discussed. 
3. Showmanship CI inic - To 9ive practical, hands-on, learning experience tor 
4-H Jers in how to best show and handle an animal tor the show rin9. This 
included bein9 able to present (or market) yourselt and your animal to the 
judge as being nthe bestn there. A9ain, showmanship requires a knowledge 
at the animalJs strengths and weaknesses in order to promote it to the 
judge according to what he is 100kin9 tor as dictated by the demand tor 
that tinished product. 
Groomin9 CI inic - 40 people attended 
Judgin9 CI inic - 50 people attended 
Showmanship CI inic - 7 people attended 
We had many entries in County Fair classes. There were 17 entries in Jr. Beet 
Showmanship. One new 4-H member went on to have Champion Breeding Heiter 
C/-ERRY COLt,JTY 
OCTOOER 1987/ 
LIVESTOCK, PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT CONTINUED 
at a later show. The Livestock Jud9in9 Contest had 51 entries. One 4-H 
youth went on to be ninth hi9h individual in Sr. Division of Livestock 
Jud9in9 Contest at State Fair. 
26 
NEBRASKA ~OOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
REP~T a= ACCO'-PLl9-l"ENT #11 
DATE PREPARED 
PRCGRAM TITLE 
STPFF 
OCTOBER 1987 
LEACERSH I P DEVELOPI"ENT 
CINDY PERRETT, EXTENSION ASSISTANT 
27 
CI-EI~I~Y COUNTY 
700 
To get volunteers and committee people more involved in the overal I management 
of the 4-H pr09ram. 
" Vo I unteers' 
4-H Committee Members 
To simpl ify detai Is of management that needed to be done. Provide I ists to work 
from. Be specific about jobs or tasks. Where to get information. How to 
90 about doin9 their job. Provide one on one personal instruction alon9 
with written detai Is. Do not demand more eftort than origanal Iy asked and 
a9reed to by the volunteer. 
Most leaders, parents, and committee members are wi I I ins to volunteer their time 
and efforts if they know specitical Iy what they are to do. After working 
under positive, triendly, easy 90in9 atmostphere, many were more wi I I ing to 
volunteer a9ain. Volunteers are easi Iy able to cover tasks when provided 
written I ists and personal support. 
f\EBRASKA COOPERATIVE EXTEf\JSlON SERVlCE 
REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENT #12 
DATE PREPARED OCTOBER 1987 
PRcx;RAM TITLE OTI-ER 4-H PROGRAM EM='HASIS 
STAFF CINDY PERRETT - EXTENSION ASSISTANT 
28 
CHERRY COLJNTY 
Due ~o the resignation ot Susan Schl ichting, the tal lowing thrusts were not 
, 
implemented into the 4-H program tram her plan ot work. 
#728 4-H Ag Involvement 
#710 Teenage Personal Growth 
#700 Leadership Development 4-H 
#741 Awards System Revision 
Spec:ial Report 
4-H Pr09rams 
by 
Cindy Perrett 
Cl-II:::RI~Y COLNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
29 
Trophies/Awardla A 9reat deal ot time has been spent on developin9 a 
c:omprehensive list ot donors, trophies, and awards 9iven alon9 with the 
tinanc:ial analysis ot the awards pr09rams. We have a trophy and an awards 
c:ommittee but without intormation to work trom, their impac:t and c:ontrol is 
>, 
smal I. They need to have a thorou9h understandin9 ot the whole pr09ram in order 
to make tuture dec:isions. This ettort has taken at least 30 days work on my 
part as extension assistant and c:ontinuous hours trom committee members. 
Radio Pr09rams 
In Cherry County the radio pr09rams (tive minute spots over Monday noon 
hour) are alternated between the three c:ounty agents. 
1 am very pleased that my radio pr09rams are so very wei I rec:eived. I have 
people c:ome up to me on the street, in stores, restaurants, many places and 
c:omment on hearin9 me on the radio. This is a succ:ess story bec:ause I've had 
many people c:omment that other agents are hard to I isten to Or simply not 
notic:ed when they're on. Havin9 people pay attention to intormation bein9 9iven 
out by extension personnel is one ot the c:onstant struggles ot Our jobs in 
extension. 
a simple way to keep rec:ords in order to promote appl ication tor recordbook 
awards etc:. My plan ot work inc:luded a ·program ot an integrated rec:ordkeeping 
system with use ot a c:alendar. This was to have been tied in with our monthly 
Special Report Continued 
newsletter and the calendar update that is sent with that. It was to be a three 
hole punched calendar with 4-H activities and due dates already plugged in. 
After adding their own information as to what was done when, the 4-H could put 
it in a notebook to be used when fi I I ing out records books, job appl ications, 
Copy of Plan of work attached. 
30 
Success Story 
4-H Interview Judging 
by 
Cindy Perrett 
CI-IERRY COL.NTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
31 
This was the tirst year Cherry County had interview judging tor al I 
exhibits entered in the 4-H Exhibit Hal I at County Fair. Many people were very 
anxious about what this process would mean since most had had no experience with 
any kind ot interview judging. The only place this kind ot judging had been 
used bet~re was in sewing project entries. 
, 
The goal was to make county tair and exhibits more ot a learning experience 
tor the 4-H members, parents, and leaders; This gives a better evaluation ot 
project completion so the 4-H Jer has a better idea ot how it could be improved. 
The result was a complete success. We had three very good judges. They 
worked very wei I with the 4-H Jers in giving them the time and explanations 
needed. The 4-H Jers, parents, and leaders were very pleased with how the 
interview judging process went. They did teel they learned alot about the 
projects carried, mistakes made, and how to select and exhibit tor county tair. 
The volunteers who worked the entry system tor interview judging were 
extemely pleased. Especially those who had worked the previous entry system. 
Entries tlowed through the system to the judges very smoothly. There were no 
long waits tor the 4-H Jers and volunteers didnJt have them stacked up at anyone 
point. AI I day long the entries kept coming in; theretore, the volunteers wre 
relaxed and enjoyed themselves. They wi I I be much more wi I I ing to help again. 
Success Story 
8th Grade Conservation Day 
by 
Tom Di II 
CHEI~RY COUNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
Plans began in January 1987 to pu I I together t i ve 01' six protess i ona Is to 
talk to 20 or 30 eighth 9raders about conservation. That was the easy partj 
next came the job ot tindin9 a rancher wi I I in9 to host the day and then try to 
pick a date in Apri I that al I 36 rural schools in Cherry County could a9ree on. 
AI I those tasks were completed with the help ot Barb Reed, the County 
Superintendent, and on Apri I 24, 1987, the tirst 8th Grade Conservation Day in 
Cherry County was held. Twenty-six 8th 9raders converged on the West Spear 
Ranch south ot Nenzel at 9:00 a.m. MT. The pr09ram consisted ot representatives 
trom the Soi I Conservation Service, Nebraska Game & Parks Commission, Middle 
Niobrara Natural Resources District, the ranch operator and myselt. The mornin9 
was lecture sessions on the History ot Conservation in Nebraska, Soi I, Water, 
and Wi Idl ite Conservation and Conservation Practices Seen Over the Years. The 
atternoon was spent in the tield 100kin9 at several consel'vation practices. 
The teedback trom the 8th 9raders, school superintendent and other adults 
in attendance was very positive. I have since received a request to plan and 
hold an 8th Grade Conservation Day in 1988. 
32 
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Special Report 
f\.EEDS ASSESSMENT REPORT 
by 
Lynda Radant 
CHERRY COUNTY 
OCTOBER 1987 
Home Economics - Cherry County 
1987 
In an approach to conduct a more appropriate nneeds survey» to the 
pr09rammin9 ot the Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service, a survey was 
developed and used in West-Central District ot Nebraska. This survey was sent 
to Home Extension Club presidents, Extension Board MembeiAs, handed out at publ ic 
meetin9s~ leader trainin9 lessons and 4-H Counci I meetings. 
, 
The results ot 110 sUrveys distributed in Cherry County resulted in 76% 
return (in time tor tabulation) with respondents being 94% temale and 4% male. 
The top six cate90ries tor Cherry County in the three categories were identitied 
with a comparison ot the results ot the West Central District. The results are 
as to II ows: 
#1. 49"1. 
#2. 46"1. 
#3. 42% 
#4. 40"1. 
#5. 35"1. 
#6. 34"1. 
-Chan9ing my eating habits to I~educe the risk ot disease (cancer, 
coronary heart disease, diabetes, oesterporosis, obestiy). (WC - #1) 
-Increasin9 physical exercise and/or establ ishin9 an exercise pr09ram 
(WC - #4) 
-modi tying recipes to reduce tat, salt, and SU9ar in my diet (WC - #2) 
-nutritious snacks tor chi Idren and adults (We - ~3) 
-the principles ot weight maintenance (WC #5 tie with Eating Wei I on a 
lim i ted budget) 
-how I itestyle ettects health (positively/negatively? (WC #12) 
(#6 WC - agin9' how to handle agin9' diseases at agin9) 
#1. 48"1. -deal ing with clAiticism, blame, anger, depression and tear (WC #1) 
(tour way tie) 
#2. 34% -how to ))accentuate the pas i t i ve and eli m i nate the ne9at i ve)) throu9h 
positive stren9th bombardment techniques (We ~L) 
34% -non-blaming responses to emotional situations (WC ~8) 
34% -hurttul and helptul communications strate9ies in stresstul times (WC 
#4 tie) 
34% -Interiors 
#3. 33%*-ettective 
that retlect me and my personal ity (WC ~5) 
grandparentin9 (WC ~4 tie) 
(tie) 
#4. 
#4. 
30% -copin9 with crisis, loss, divorce, death (WC #3) 
30% -ettective communication (verbal and non-verbal) and I istenin9 ski I Is 
(WC #7) 
34 
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~1. 461.*-home improvement projects I can do myself (WC ~4) 
#2. 42r.*-make your house a home (low cost items you can make, usin9 materials 
on hand) (WC ~1) 
~3. 411. -investments (WC ~3) 
~4. 381. -how to be a discernin9 consumer; gettin9 the best buy, re9ardless ot 
the product (WC ~8) 
~5. 37r.*-record keep i n9 do i n9 an adequate job without gett i n9 b09ged down 
(WC #2 
(WC #5 
(WC ~7 
with detai Is (WC ~ 6) 
how to be tinancial Iy comtortable in retirement) 
~ivin9 on an irre9ular income) 
water gual ity in my home ... ) 
SQm~ consideration tactors of this survey: 
interested may be ot needs and/or from desires and interest created by 
workshops/learnshops/seminars recently conducted in Co.* 
omission ot clothin9 contruction ski I Is from survey 
One ot ten nominal 9roup processes ))for evaluatin9 and prioritizin9 needs 
tor the University ot Nebraska and the Cooperative Extension Service was 
conducted in Cherry County. This process helped introduce national issues and 
concerns. Cherry County had a supportive but not traditional entrenched in 
extnesion audience tor this survey. 
The tinal rankin9 ot social and economic concerns tlAom within Cherry County 
were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
(tie) 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
(4-way 
tie) 
10. 
(tie) 
Heath Care - need for Doctors in Cherry County 
Qual ity and attordable K-12 education 
Time management - hassle 
Financial stress, copin9 ski I Is and 
tindin9 a sense ot direction 
Personal relations 
Economic education (tinancial) tor adult and High School Age 9roups 
Double standard ot alcohol and dru9s 
Too much 90vernment 
Kowledge and uti I ization ot community people and their talents 
Motivation 
Act and think as a community 
Work t0gether constructively 
Water Qua I i ty 
Farm Credit System le9islation 
Ott-tarm income/cottage industry at home resources 
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NEBRASKA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
CIVIL RIGHTS AND EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY REPORT 
DATE PREPARED OCTOBER 1987 UNIT CHERRY COUNTY 
REPORTING AGENT Cindy Perrett. Extension Assistant 
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 
Please provide data and information in each of the following 
areas relative to the 4-H program in your unit. Please 
interpret the word minority to include racial and ethnic 
minorities, the handicapped, males in program areas which have 
traditionally involved primarily females and females in program 
areas which have traditionally involved primarily males. 
Describe briefly accomplishments made to achieve more minority 
participation: 
1. Through increased involvement in planning and advisory 
committees. 
Committees are made up of volunteers according to areas of expertise 
and interest. 
2. Through increased interracial membership in all ongoing and 
newly organized 4-H Clubs and special interest groups. 
Recruitment is targeted at the whole community,'lIminorities included. 
3. Through involvement in volunteer leadership. 
Volunteers come from the entire population. 
4. Through improved program management. 
Programs are emphasized according to the individuals ability and interest. 
CIVIL RIGHTS AND EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY REPORT 
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5. Through increased involvement in educational activities and 
events. 
Minorities are included in participants. 
Publicity encourages all people to attend. 
6. Through ascertaining whether any organization follows 
discriminatory practices. 
No discriminatory practices found. 
7. Through adjustments in management of meeting schedules and 
locations. 
Meetings are adjusted according to our county members needs. 
8. Through the removal of economic and social barriers. 
Major social and economic barriers do not exist. 
9. Through increased agent efforts to work with all races, 
regardless of sex. 
Agents strive to work with all people equally. We do not discriminate 
by race, sex, or handicap. 
10. Through results of activities carried out to meet targeting 
goals set in the Plan of Work. 
Males and females do participate in non-trational areas. Home Ec and 
Ag projects are carried by both male and female 4-H'ers. 
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DATE PREPARED ~O~C=T~O~BE=R~1~9=8~7 ______________ _ UNIT CHERRY COUNTY 
REPORTING AGENT LYNDA RADANT - EXTENSION AGENT - HOME ECONOMICS 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Please provide data and information in each of the following 
areas relative to the Home Economics program in your unit. 
Please interpret the word minority to include racial and ethnic 
minorities, the handicapped, males in program areas which have 
traditionally involved primarily females and females in program 
areas which have traditionally involved primarily males. 
Describe briefly accomplishments made to achieve more minority 
participation: 
1. Through increased minority and increased interracial 
membership in all ongoing and newly organized Home Extension 
Clubs and special interest and/or study groups; and through 
increased involvement in planning and advisory committees. 
Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service encourages participation 
and Home Extension Club membership by use of administrative committees 
publicizing events in all media available to Cherry County and 
surrounding areas. 
2. Through adjustments to program content, teaching methods, 
including leader-training meetings, special interest 
sessions, workshops, conferences and other similar special 
activities. 
Program teaching methods are emphasizing learning experiences for audio, 
visual, tactile and kinestetic varieties to accomodate the various 
learning modes and individual abilities. 
3. Through ascertaining whether any organization follows 
discriminatory practices. 
Membership records of Home Extension Clubs indicate a screening of 
black, Spanish American, Caucasian, Oriental or American Indian. 
At present the 1/2% population of minorities are members of the Cherry 
County Home Extension Clubs. 
4. Through adjustments in management of meeting schedules and 
locations and the removal of economic and social barriers. 
Home Economics programs have been offered throughout the entire county 
in various locatons with little or no admission fees and more evening 
meetings are being offered to accommodate the day laborers. 
1 
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5. Through increased agent efforts to work with all people, 
regardless of race, color or national origin. 
The Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service provides educational 
programs and assistance to all people without regard to race, color, 
national origin or county and state boundries or economic status or 
handicapping conditions. 
6. Through results of activities carried out to meet goals for 
minority participation in the Home Economics program as 
described in your Plan of Work. 
Emphasis is being placed on publicity in surrounding communities via 
newspapers, television spot announcements and radio station broadcasts 
in Cherry County, Nebraska; Todd, Tripp and Bennett Counties in South 
Dakota and Lakota Sioux sponsored radio station KINI, St. Francis SD 
for the Rosebud Indian Reservation. 
NEBRASKA CQOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
CIVIL RIGHTS AND EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY REPORT 
DATE PREPARED October 19B7 UNIT Cherry County 
REPORTING AGENT Thomas O. Dill - Extension Agent - Agriculture 
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES/COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Please provide data and information in each of the following 
areas relative to the Agriculture and Natural Resources and 
Community Resource Development programs in your unit. Please 
interpret the word minority to include racial and ethnic 
minorities, the handicapped, males in program areas which have 
traditionally involved primarily females and females in program 
areas which have traditionally involved primarily males. 
1. How have minorities been included in Planning and Advisory 
Committees? 
Extension Board, 4-H Council elected by districts. 
Committees appointed by districts. 
2. Have any ANR or CRD organizations been found to be 
discriminatory? No 
If yes, which alternative was chosen: 
a. Remedied situation b. Withdrew assistance 
3. What efforts have you made in meetings planned or held to 
help reach the minority audiences? (Example: location of 
meeting place, advertisements or meetings, etc.) 
H~ld meetings at several locations across the county. 
4. Was there a restriction on participation at any meetings 
this past year? No 
If so, please explain. 
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5. Were there any programs in Agriculture and Natural Resources 
and/or Community Resource Development which were specifically 
designed to increase minority participation? Please 
identify and briefly describe the program involved. 
Chapter 12 Bankruptcy meetings to draw more lower income people to 
provide help. Allowed people who are financially in trouble an 
arena to express concerns and see they are not alone. 
6. Please provide any additional information which you feel 
should be included in the State Civil Rights and EEO 
Compliance Report. 
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8 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE CHERRRY COUNTY 
CONFERENCE UNITED STEEL, PADDED 1963 
CHAIRS 
STORAGE STEEL, LARGE 1956 & 1958 
CABINETS 
MAP MOUNT COUNTY WALL MAP 1958 
BULLETIN WALL MOUNTED 1958 
BOARD CORK BOARD 
FOLDING 
CHAII~S 
STEEL CUSHIONED 
TAPE PORTABLE WOLLENSAK 1964 
RECORDER MODEL 1500 
IBM ELECTI~ONI C 65 1984 
TYPEWRITER 6714-11-7105514 
IBM SELECTRIC III 1984 
TYPEWRITER 6705 11 4906207 
DESK Ac/DC DIGIT CALCULATOR 1984 
CALCULATOR TI 5030 7643040 
MIMEO AB DICK 1950 
MACHINE -2 SPARE DRUMS-
MIMEO AB DICI< 1956 
SCOPE 
SLIDE T.D.C. STREAMLINER 1952 
PROJECTOR 
1 P.A. SYSTEM SOUND-CRAFTED SYSTEM 1965 
1 
2 
2 
2 
LECTERNETTE MODEL 1-24A 
--HOME EXTENSION COUNCIL--
P.A. SYSTEM PORTAPAGE 
AGENT)S HASKELL STEEL 
DESKS 
AGENT)S UNITED STEEL SWIVEL 
CHAIRS 
AGENT)S DAZOR STEEL 
DESK LAMPS FLOURESCENT 
1 
1958 
1963 
1963 
1963 
OCTOBER 1987 
r;.Q!;!.Ql.Il.Q~ 
127.60 EXCELLENT 
100.0U EXCELLENT 
35.00 GOOD 
10.UO GOOD 
FAIR-OLD 
146.83 EXCELLENT 
1286.00 EXCELLENT 
-TRADE IN-
798.00 EXCELLENT 
-TRADE IN-
46.88 EXCELLENT 
24[J.00 FAIR 
25.00 GOOD 
GOOD 
433.00 GOOD 
105.00 GOOD 
268.70 EXCELLENT 
(2) 
82.00 EXCELLENT 
(2) 
31.95 EXCELLENT 
(2) 
2 
2 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
13 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE CHERI"!Y COUNTY 
AGENT)S GLASS 
DESK TOPS 
ARM CHAIRS UNlTED STEEL, PADDED 
WASTEBASKETS STEEL, PLASTIC 
& TRASH CANS 
TELEPHONE STEEL 
TABLE 
CONFERENCE STEEL 
TABLE 
STENO)S DESK OAK 
STENO)S 
CHAIR 
FILING 
CABINETS 
CREDENZAS 
CREDENZA 
TOP 
TELEPHONE 
TABLE TOP 
COpy 
MACHINE 
SLIDE 
PROJECTOR 
TAPE 
RECORDER 
HON W-60 POSTURE 
CHAIR 
ASSORTED SIZES 
STEEL 
STEEL 
GLASS 
GLASS 
PANASONI C I=P-152D 
KODAK CAROUSI=:L 850 H 
Serial 3496550 
UNI_ 224658 
WOLLENSAK 3M 2551 
Model 2551 AV 
Serial 5725 
UNL 225316 
STEP ALUMINUM 
I_ADDER 3-step 
CHA IRMA TS I-IEAVY I-lARD PLAST 1 C 
2 
1968 
1963 
1963 - 1977 
1963 
1963 
1952 
1982 
1960 - 1985 
1977 
1977 
1977 
5/87 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1977 
OCTOBE~ 1987 
55.35 EXCELLENl 
(2) 
26.00 EXCELLENT 
2-8.40 EXCELLENT 
2-26.00 
40.00 EXCELLENT 
220.00 EXCELLENT 
175.00 GOOD 
90.00 EXCELLENT 
EXCELLENT 
EXCELLENT 
15.DO EXCELLENT 
8.00 EXCELLENT 
1600.00 GOOD 
-TRADE IN-
12.00 
195.00 
(3 ) 
I=:XCELLENT 
EXCELLENT 
EXCELLENT 
EXCELLENT 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
6 
1 
1 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE CHERRY COUNTY 
CLOCKS WALL, ELECTRIC 
OFFICE SIGN INDOOR 
OFFICE SIGN OUTDOOR 
CARPET MAT 3X12 
VACUUM ELECTROLUX 
CLEANER 
A TT. UTE POLORO 10 
METER CAMERA FLASH 
WRICO SIGN SMALL STENCILS 
KIT 
PROJECTOR 
SCREEN 
PAPER 
PUNCHES 
MASTER LARGE 
RADIANT SCREEN 
ASSORTED S1.ZES 
DEL 300 
1978 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1983 
1958 
1964 
1960 
1970 
Mutual Centamatic Punch No. 450 
Wi Ison Jones C. 116-8 
OFFICE 
CHAIRS 
HAMIL TON CASCO INC. 
COFFEE TABLE WOODEN 
CUPBOARD 
(at tairgl'ounds) 
UTILITY STEEL 
TABLE 
ASS)T DESK BENSTON STEEL 
SETS OF ASSORTED 
CURTAINS 
TAPE CASSETTES 
CATTLE NASCO 
MEASURING STICK 
I~OI_ODEX FILE 2 1/4 X 4 
MODEL 2254 
3 
197"7 
1977 
1978 
1977 
1977 
1978-
1979 
1983 
1984 
OCTOBER 1987 
~Q§I ~Q~QlIlQ~ 
(1)8.60 EXCELLENT 
20.00 EXCELLENT 
55.00 EXCELLENT 
49.50 EXCELLENT 
489.00 EXCELLETN 
145.00 GOOD 
17.00 EXCELLENT 
GOOD 
FAIR 
GOOD 
25.70 GOOD 
228.09 GOOD 
GOOD 
GOOD 
FAIR 
EXCELLENT 
45.36 POOR 
45.94 EXCELLENT 
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QIdAJiIlIY. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
COOFJERA Tl VE EX TENSION 5ERV 1 CE CHERRY COUNTY 
P.A. 5Y5TEM PERMA POWER 1984 
5Y5TEM MODEL S122 --EI:JA FUNOS--
50UND DUKANE MICROMATIC 11 1984 
FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR MODEL 28A81A 
POLOROID CAMERA 1984 
LIQUID CHALK BOARD 1984 
--EPA FUN05--
PRE5SURE ELECTR 1 C I::JRE5TO 1984 
GAUGE TE5TER 
1 NCUBATOR5 
COMPUTER 
COMPUTER 
COMPUTER 
BOOKCA5E5 
5TYROFOAM 
TERMINAL - IBM XT 
PRINTER - RADIO 5HACK 
DISPLAY 5CREEN IBM XT 
OMP 2100P 
ASSORTED 
A55)T CHAIR SWIVEL 
ASS) T DESK GLA5S 
TOP 
COMPACT CAS5ETTE RECORDERS 
Real istic Minisette - 15 
5erial #: 57602359 
57602356 
TRANSCRIBER W/ACCE5S0RIES 
1984 - 1985 
7-31-85 
7-31-85 
7-31-85 
Real istic VSC 2000 cat. no. 14-060 
1 50NY BETAMAX UNIT 
Serial 23127 
4 
4 
2 
1 
5TAPLER5 ASSORTED 
TAPE DISPENSERS 
TACKER/5TAPLERS 
Sw i ngl i ne 101 
PAPER CUTTER 
Ideal School 5upply 
4 
OCTOBER 1987 
~Q~I 
EXCELLENT 
I=:XCELLENT 
20.00 GOOD 
GOOD 
45.00 EXCELLENT 
(2)39.55 GOOD 
3519.21 EXCELLENT 
GOOD 
EXCELLENT 
EXCELLENT 
GOOD 
EXCELLENT 
GOOD 
GOOD 
GOOD 
GOOD 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE CHERRY COUNTY OCTOBER 1987 
lIJ;.t:1~ QJ;.~~lSlEIlQ~ Q~IJ;. ~~QldllS~Q ~Q~I ~Q~QlIlQ~ 
1 BATES RULER BNR 18 GOOD 
1 ELECTRIC STAPLER 
Sw i n91 i ne 5000 
1 GOLD STAR TV COLOR 1986 ESU EXCELLENT 
MODEL CMR-9080 
IJHHS CODE:GG 
SERIAL KC 60608673 
1 AI:JOLLO SER 1 ES MODEL 2U3. 34[J 1986 ESU EXCELLENT 
AI-lOOD SERIAL 5110455 
1 ARCHER BATTERY CHARGER 1986 EXCELLENl 
23-132a 
1 ZOOM BROON BY BISSELL 8/87 9.99 EXCELLENT 
1 TELEX CARAMTE 4000 8/87 484.00 EXCELLENT 
UNL 262653 --UNL PAlO--
1 PRINZ BATTERY TESTER 7/87 5.63 EXCELLENT 
320-145 TAIWAN/547 
1 48)) PI~OJECT ION CART 8/87 70.50 GOOD 
BRETFORD 
5 
= : ~~"'C :.6 ..... ;:-!.:~" '7 
j'~"'L I""L. _ I_'~' ,-._"(~. "-"'-'\ ,--" •• ",-. " •• 1 V t .. ..J_ • ~. F · .... ·""''"1''· C::TA~;;-'-'C"!,I"T ~..J:··-·v C"" -v '=rc rJ_ .... :J ' "7";..' '""!: rIll ~  (JW/··B]::? 
----------------------------------------------~~~~-B~~~~-F. ':E -------------
----------------------------------------~--------.----------------------------------------
COCE r-..o. 
1.0901 
1.0100 
: .!J201 
:.~ 
: .030S 
1.040S 
~. J306 
1.0323 
j, • L'901 
::.0100 
2.0200 
2.1200 
2.1700 
2.1708 
2.0500 
2.0508 
3.0101 
3.0118 
5.0500 
C6JECT a= 9<PENJ 1 'JoE !:L'XET ~~ 
-:: :::::A.. YEA~ 
~NT ThiS 
:"OIJlI-i 
roT A- P:::N ~ LJ\EP~-" . 
-8 8ATE SrALmc=: 
p;::;.:==:.,\~ 
SP£.'-:T 
--------------------------------
----------------
TIM (REf 
PO PG:.Ni SPl.....PRY 
:-O"E EC 43:NT 10.:.4::0: 
EXT. ASS!. 1.--
CLER 1 CtrL ~F 1 CE AS5~. 
P T G£R 1 CA:... 
JPNliCR 1 A.... 
CENTR.oL SONO-:I~5 
REl 1 REt-'E."JT [0. S-~E 
TOT.oL f'ER5CN\EL 'X..'N!:ES 
POSTPL SERV!~~ 
TEL£Pt-OIE 
EGUIPf"ENT REPA:t( 
TRAVEL EX?Ef'.EE/S r flF:': 
TRA\,£L E.XPEI'Io6E/e~J 
UTILITIES 
-----------
TOTPL CPERATlI'G ~~S 
8UILOlt'G RS~T 
----------
TOT.oL BJILDlr..G p:,,,\;-
SUPPLIES/STATIONF~~ 
CCl"'PUTER 
M 1 SCEL.l.PIIEa..E 
TOTPL 9...P?L:C:= 
a !J o.eo 0.00 ~~ 
6:JrJ~ . s:: . S02.24 5521. .6L.. 475.36 92. :g7. 
l;£.76. [;: 7P'3.9S 6576.20 ... r"n lee . ~~~:y. '-. uu 
L..337. :.;:: 3' "? .:. ... 
... ~.-- 3521.26 1015.74 76.sgr. 
:C81S.00 119::J.00 : :-~B15.:::;C :.00 :C2.DCY. 
18C.:J~ ~.::! : J~ . .i: Lt..O::: 75.~7. 
:5:':. ~"::~ t. . =.= : 50 . C~~ C.CO 102. ~L;". 
6:JJC.OC 331.69 6:.1UO.:.]: C.DU 10[;. :.LY. 
.. r- c. r :r' 
... ~ ...... ) • .....:L.. 293.7C 625.44 -:!B9.56 6i. .627. 
35073.!JO :4~5.513 33:48.31. 197.4.66 94.S:r. 
3~O.DC :!.7.20 234.70 65.30 7':.231. 
30JO.UC 34U. :6 4:23. j,l:. -1123.14 137.447. 
ZOO.DO 126.5-' :2:9.58 -:019.56 609.791. 
6S00.00 843.24 6286.86 2U.14 rib. 727. 
'/00. :t: J -'n • _l- '190.97 -9£:.97 113. ~C,.. 
160U.~C 6S. :2 1164.87 435.13 72.8:':7. 
-----------------------------------------------
12300.00 1402.29 13820.12 -152:.12 112 . .367. 
435:J.00 350.00 4235.00 l1S.00 97.367-
------------------- ---------------------------
4350.00 350.00 423S.UO llS.OU 97.3',.,7-
-----------------------------------------------
soa.OJ 5.Ue 1U93.92 -593.92 218.7B7. 
400.::)0 18.~D 141.98 ZC--e.D2 35.5:1. 
400.0:] lS0.63 600.25 -2m.ZS lSJ. u~7. 
nOG. ;]J 173.63 1836.1~; -S36. lS 11.: . 247. 
-----------------------------------------------
I'EW EClJ 1 P!"E....,T bOO.OO O.UO ZUb.19 393.81 34. ~77. 
---------- -------------------------------------------------
. TOTPL E(lJIPr'E'~~ bOC!.OS O.UC. 2Ub.19 393.131 34.377. 
TOT PL E.XPENJ 1 TlRES S3!'23.0U 5344.50 SJ'l45.80 377.20 r:rr.3~7. 
" 
It.E I-EREBY CERT JfY T~T ~r-E ~ ;5 A "'u S;ATErENT ("F EXP=NOlT~ 
FCR cu.NTY EXTENSl(J>1 t.rnK FIR T'£ -a..'T~ ~ • ~ 
_____ _~r I n., ~ 
Ii'll a=f 1 c::ER ::~~ (1'\ IG..NT 
I , 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Office of the Dean and Director 
211 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0703 
(402) 472-3431 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln ~. ". ,,' .. r · ,. ·~~ 
X-
.. -
...... . <=' 
M and F Contacts for FY 1981 Due Date: October 9, 1987 
Throughout the year, you've reported contacts made in "direct 
teaching." For the annual report, record in the table below 
your best estimate, by area of emphasis, of what portion (%) of 
these contacts were male and what portion were female. 
Most of you have a very good intuitive sense of the male and 
female distribution in your direct teaching activities. Some of 
you may even keep track of this on your monthly activity report. 
Note: If you resign before September 30, 1987, we need this 
count betore'your last work day. 
Thaok ; ,. / /} / / / II.ch-~/1~~1-'l;Z/~~) / !ttC;/L-4(<<'1~ 
Christine Delich Starr 
Extension Administrative Assistant 
1D number ;2... ~ ~ () ;( 
Area ot Emphasis: 
Name exftn da < 1& .d.a«r:-
Direct Teaching Contacts: 
% male + 'temale = 100% 
1 Agriculture and Natural Resources + 
2 Community Resource Development + 
3 Home Economics (2( + !t: 
4 4-H Youth Development ,~C + -I e 
Note: Enter 0% if you had no direct teaching contacts in a 
particular area of emphasis. 
= 100% 
= 100% 
= 100% 
= 100% 
Extension T i-tle / . . 
___ 'i":J( { 1... 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN. COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U.S . DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln The University of Nebraska Medical Center The University of Nebraska at Omaha 
( 
Cooperative 'Extension Service 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Office of the Dean and Director 
211 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0703 
(402) 472-3431 
M and F Contacts for FY 1987 Due Date : October 9, 1987 
Throughout the year, you've reported contacts made in "direct 
teaching. II For the annual report, record in the table below 
your best estimate, by area of emphasis, of what portion (%) of 
these contacts were male and what portion were female. 
Most of you have a very good intuitive sense of the male and 
female distribution in your direct teaching activities. Some of 
you may even keep track of this on your monthly activity report. 
Hote: If you resign before September 30, 1987, we peed this 
count before your last work day. 
Thaqk , .~/ /} ,;;/ / ;iLL ~/ o/~~1~;Z/~~) ~kt,c;/L-4(d1,~ 
Christine Delich Starr 
Extension Administrative Assistant 
ID number c:L ~ ~ d.. L Hame 
Area of Emphasis: Direct Teaching Contacts: 
% male + % female = 100% 
1 Agriculture and Natural Resources + = 100% 
2 Community Resource Development + = 100% 
3 Home Economics + = 100% 
4 4-H Youth Development + 
Note: Enter 0% if you had no direct teaching contacts in a 
particular area of emphasis. 
Slgnat e - Extension Title 
= 100% 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN , COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U,S, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln The University of Nebraska Medical Center The University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
" 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Office of the Dean and Director 
211 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0703 
(402) 472-3431 
~. ". " .. t • ..• ~~ 
. . . 
.-. ....... , 0 
M and F Contacts for FY 1981 Due Date: October 9, 1987 
Throughout the year, you've reported contacts made in "direct 
teaching." For the annual report, record in the table below 
your best estimate, by area of emphasis, of what portion (%) of 
these contacts were male and what portion were female. 
Most of you have a very good intuitive sense of the male and 
female distribution in your direct teaching activities. Some of 
you may even keep track of this on your monthly activity report. 
Note: If you resign before September 30, 1987, we need this 
count before your last work day. 
Th<V;'Z~~, ~LIzl1'l--
Christine Delich Starr 
Extension Administrative Assistant 
ID nwaber ~ ~ ~ 0 .3 Name ~ ~ 
Area of Emphasis: Direct Teaching Contacts: 
~ male + ~ female = 
1 Agriculture and Natural Resources (.7 ;l + 3 f 
2 Community Resource Development '-I x + J.l 
3 Home Economics 0 + 0 
4 4-H Youth Development ,r Lj + i..}G, 
Note: Enter 0% if you had no direct teaching contacts in a 
particular area of emphasis. 
~ ~ D.{-1I? 
Signature Extension Title 
100~ 
= 100% 
= 100% 
= 100% 
= 100% 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN, COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln . The University of Nebraska Medical Center ' The University of Nebraska at Omaha 
,L 
( 
~, 
( 
D-ERRY ~TY 
LYNDA RADANT 
EXTEf\SlC»J ~ ~lR - HOI'£ ECCX\OM I CS 
OCTooER '1986 
, I ' 
"" ,-
" . 
Econom'i c Out loak ot Cher I" y County = ' 
Wh~t was an Extension Agent - Home Econdmics do i ng at a n inservice on c ,' op-hai I 
insurance, 'grain drying options and government subs idy progr ams? What was a f arm-
Crisis Hot I ine statt 'person doing at an Extension Serv ice F inancial Risk Management 
inser~l~? , They were d'oing some ot the best networ ki ng and goal-tending Cherry 
County· could ask ' tor! ... and becoming more sensit ized and educated to the opt ion 
manag~ent each has to otter with the other's agencies. 
As a management tool to al I the inservices ava i lab le to Extension agen t s 
Cherry ' County is a I ter'nat i ng agents at a I I t inane i a I i nse rv ices j ' ta'rm-ranch or ma i n 
street~ ~, to look at viable options . The Financial R is k Mana gement prOgram caught the 
interest · ot our area's new Farm-:-Crisis Hotl ine statt pe r son, LOl"'etta Barnes. Wi th 
the permission ot the Ag-Economics department , these t wo " ducks JJ were not out ot 
their water, but into new pond~ ! 
The benet its are I imitless ! As a Home Economi cs age nt, 1 have broadened my 
educational background about options I've o nl y hear d about , but never worked thr ough 
wit~ cash-tlow management techniques. 1 jA eceived a br oader outlook to the options 
and those options. not viable or saleable to range country with l imited 
d ivers i f i'cat ions. , Due to t!:e opportun i ty to attend t he F~M sess ion with a key 
support ,person from our area, 1 gained valuable histo ry, background i ng and r esource 
network.ing with a '-vivacious and sincere resource person. 
Ldietta , was prov~ded the opportunity to gain more r isk management bac kgr ound, 
,t i rlSt """hand i nformat i on gather i ng from the Un i vers i t y ot Nebraska Extens i on 
Spe'c i I iii sts ' and become mroe fl3m iii ar wi th I oca I Extens i on r esources (as i ntormat i on 
shar i ng",cont i nued long past " i nserv i ce hours into the night . )! 
Ma I"~surt 'of the FRM insel"vice training in Ogal la ia, more specitic goa ls have 
been coordinated ' between the Cherry County Extension Se rv ice , the Cody Support Gro'up 
and the .'area)s ~ Farm Crisis Hot I ine. ' 
L · Update the Cherry County ' Y~ I low Pages ot He I p i n9 :;:ier v ices 
2 < .,. 
3. 
4. 
provide intormational ' meetings on 
a. Chapter 12 Bankruptcy laws 
b. farm debt reorganization 
c. 1986 Tax Laws 
d. improve and open more channels ot coope rat ion 
'System, Farmers Home Admin istrat ion and 
Administration and banks 
with FDIC, Farm Credit 
the Sma l I Bus iness 
provide workshop sessions on ~ cash-tlow J and opt ions managements 
provide emotional support with info r ma l 'kottee kl a t ch' and crackerba rr el 
sessions in rural communit ies 
"Food and Drug InteractionJJ = Leader Tra in in=t 
Am i dst comments of" ))Boy! 1 d i dn ' t k now that !" a nd " t h i nk ot what 1 have been 
un intentionally undoing!) ' and JJthis ,was a super lesson", women . in the Cen t r al 
Sandhi 1 Is and Cherry County Extension units were pr Ov ided trai n i ng in tood and d rug 
interac~ion. The major factor was t~e money sav ings a ng ie ot not ' to JJ undo" the 
work ings of our miracle drugs and make them mo r e cos t e+tect ive. Cl ub le aders 
expressed the desire to keep more accurate records 0+ drugs t aken by tam i Iy members 
and m~ke the records ~ccessible at times ot doc t or vis i ts or emergenc ies . Most 
leaders were pleased w) th addit ional resOUrces awar eness and ava i lab i I i t y . Most 
leader,s said they were go i ng to promote post i ng t he NebGu ide where prescr ipt ion dr ugs 
were stored or consumed i n the home by the i r tam i I ies ) ne ighbors and extended 
1 
fam iIi es. 
Leadsl" tl"ainin9 was provided in Halse>" Mul len, Valentine and ,Mel"riman. 
JlSew i ri$'¥+cr the ~ , 
~ln9,-:'and Interiors Extension Special ist - Shirley Niemeyer - provided ada>, 
sess i ori~iof' 'sew ing opt ions tor the home. 1 n keep i n9 with the econom i cs s i tuat i on of 
CherrXis,1¢cunty,· ,,:low cost window treatments and decor at i ng tips 'for the home were 
demons.trated '£and d i sp I ayed to 20 persons. Foul'" ))wa I k- i ns)J attended the noon-hOUr 
d i sp I ay,~'and 5 peop I e purchased packets of ))how-to) s)). and ideas. the aud i ence 
conS ist.ed" ot ,a protess i ona I drapery maker, tabr i c store owner,; crattpersons and 
homemaj(e~s. -Many ot the participants were impressed with the number'ot lOW-cost gitt 
ideas they gained tor the up~oming hoi iday season. 
Other02tcbe~' act i ~ i't i es ~ 
t:!2m!t1:Based' Business Conference in Ainsworth was attended with an interested 
Cherry:,'QJunty res i dent.' The resource packet wi I I be ava i I ab I e to county res i dents on 
a check70ut basis. \ 
Ann'ui I reports were prepared and presented to the [hel~I'y County [omm i ss i onerS 
(in person) and to District and State oftices. 
Home Economics Inservice = Leader TrainlD5 kes5g~2 +01'" 1987 was attended in 
North Platte. The Leader Trianing Lessons for CherI">' Count>, wi I I be: Home Fi ling 
System, Grandparentin9' New Fabrjcs, Microwave Cookery and Women and the Law. 
, Drstrict rail Conterence was attended in North Platte where 4-H Update, District 
Update, -'retil"ement dinner, 4-HAdventures in Sewing pl'oject shal"e-meeting and Home 
Ecor,om i cs contel"ence 'ca I I kept act i v i ties at )) race pace)). 
4-H Constitutional Revision,meetin9 was attended at the beginning of the month 
with,Achievement Night, plans also shapin9 up. 
Media releases - tive weekly news columns and two radio pr09rams were prepared. 
Grant App I i cat ions "- ,as a means of look i n9 tOI' supp I ementa I mon i es tor pl'ogram 
otter i ngs, two grant app I i c,at ions were made in Octobel'. 
(1) Dr. Sc:hol I Foundation - $500 to expand 4-H outreach to handicapped youth 
(2) Creative Pro9ram Grant - Nebraska Extension Home Economics - 4-H outreach 
. also 
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calls on'livestock nutrition and hl"?8ith Wf?'-:c l_" 
Year'",winter, ·people were taken by SUI"p:-isE' thi::, Y''':: 
,.:;0,', '" 
peop I e':'",ere ab I e to grs'ze green toragl? in 1110adl')W';; I iJ,'1,:.l':r 
iush":>9~een t~11 growth was hi9h. One pnxjLlcE'I" w,-:~, :1 
and Al.J"1.:'ca/culations. 1 have worked with :.,im twice l'J: Lt-
\ 
:,10 i s month. 
: • t., no snow 
i a5t 
i''iCist 
':3 year.' Conc:erns U'''',_'I' the 
.Isit. about E,;tOc..Kir, O) '":?liS" 
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: ,,:: to ,attE,'flci thE' ,\jc t:.,nJ~,ka Charry C::Ounty .. 1 took three' days vac.at i Gr, i r, (Jc l[;i:;~':'. 
Sect i an Soc i ety tor ~ange Manasemen t M,'?e t i n9 i:1 i\,}J" , ;., 
meeting wi 1'1 tocus on i=indin9 Prot itabi i it>- III 't(l(L',,'~', ~., 
i, ,,;.:, ~,:> Novembel" ~j;' rhF.' 
r ece i ve tra in i n9 in F i npak, a COIOpU t'''r r i Ilall'_ i "" ,. ' 
even j ngs lof the 5 aT rd 6. 
Lynda and 1 al'e try i n,=: to SE't Lip SClfile' ,u'l ~ u ",cr' 
discuss topics at concet"n. G.~rth and 1._,Jrr:;tLa ijd; 1': _ 
and have asked tor' our ";e I P I r, sponsor i n:'-I 2 [lIt"et: ,'t, -
! aw. We are a I 50 hap I ng to g''?t 'same th i n'3 'iLl: 11'':;'~ r;" 
~r"09ram within the next two Il\onths. 
\ 1 
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Spotlight on 4-H 
October 1986 
Susan Schllcht~ng 
Extension Assistant 
The month of October was packed full of 4-H Happenings. 
SCHOOL ENRICHMENT 
Journeyed out to Merriman to conduct school programming in the areas of Bird 
Behavior & Heritage. Know Your Heritage has been introduced as a new project this 
year. It has been received well and fits in to many facets of the school's 
curriculum. Seven students were served at District #78. while 17 students are taking 
part in the Know Your Heritage project in the Merriman school, District #70. 
STOCKER FEEDER SHOW & SALE 
Despite the freezing temperatures. twenty-seven 4-H members braved the elements 
to show thejr 53 head of calves at the annual 4-H Stocker Feeder Show & Sale. Twelve 
of these members were first timers at the Show & Sale. This kept the judge and ring 
man on their toes! The new herdsmanship guidelines that were put into effect during 
the weekend spurred the kids on to keeping neat and attractive displays. The barns 
looked great during the weekend and were left in great condition. 
The number of calves shown & sold was up by nine head this year. Hopefully this 
fact, along with the great number of new members enrolled in the project will make 
for a good outlook on the future of this important educational event. 
PUMPKIN PATCH 
On the heels of the Stocker Feeder Show, the 4-H Council sponsored a food stand 
at the Pumpkin Patch Craft Fair. This is the sale County wide 4-H fund raiser. 4-H 
families responded well to a plea for pies. hamburger and help during the day. 
Approximately $400 was made through the effort. Not bad for a day's work! 
AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENT NIGHT 
4-H members were busy completing project records and 4-H award books during 
this month, as well. Fourteen members successfully completed award books, many using 
the new format. Nine of those members .went on to interview for the Top Achiever 
honors this year. 
A new incentive of State 4-H Conference scholarships involved several other 4-
Her's in the awards process this year. The scholarships, donated by the 4-H Council, 
were given to 3 teenaged 4-H members, based solely on an interview about their 4-H 
career. The State Conference is a strong leadership building experience for teens 
statewide. Hopefully these teens' involvement in the program will encourage them and 
help to spread the enthusiasm to other teens about the 4-H program. 
Achievement Night will be held November 1, at the Valentine Rural High School, 
with a full night of events planned. 
1 
MISC 
The whole crew attended the annual 4-H update meeting and the Fall Extension 
Conference in North Platte on the .21st & 22nd. We were given a look at the new 
materials available for use in all Extension programming, as well as having a chance 
to share ideas with fellow staff members. 
I had the super opportunity to attend the Sandhillcrs 4-H Club of Cody's club 
Achievement program. Following the potluck supper, we acknowledged each 4-H member 
for achievements they had made during the year. Each was presented with a small gift 
that dealt with a project that they are especially interested in. What a neat way to 
recognize each member for their accomplishments and make them feel great about what 
they're doing!! 
Until next month . . . . . . . . 
Monthly Narrative 
November 1986 
Lynda Radant 
Cherr:,I County 
November brought an interesting arrav ot new and old challenges to tocus. 
A ~.!:~ative E.!:.Q~'!:'§!!) §.!:.§.!J.! was written tor obtaining tunds TOI" 4-H "Outreach" tG 
mentally handicapped audience development. The Grant) sponsored by the Nebraska 
Extension Home Economists) was not received. 
project but the ·tirst' hand experience 
challen9in9' stimulatin9 and promjsing. 
The monies were awareded to a Nutrition 
ot ever writin~ ~rants proved to be 
A new aud i ence tor my presentat ions was with the a,"ea stat f 0+ the !2Q~l§.l !2~c.~.!..~~ 
€!9~.!J~~ adiministratOt's. This program opportunity has led to more contacts and 
networkin9 and program development. Please see the attached special report. 
The ~§.Q.r.:.§~1s..§ ~gg.2~.!:§.!.i.Y§ S2S.:t~.!J~.igD f\~?g!;j.§.:ti9D (NCEA) annua i meet i ngs were he I ci In 
Lincoln thfs year. These informative days at professional growth speake~5 and 
administrator's inspiration provided some v~luable growth and insight to mv career. 
served on the Leg i sl at i ve and Adm in i st,'at i ve f.;!,,?v i ew Cotnm i ttee. 1 wac; appo i nted 
Chairperson at the Publ ic Issues Comn,ittee tor Home Economics agents. The 4-H 
Sect i on elected me to the Execut i ve 130ar'd as the Sect j10n 5E~cr··etary. Sever a 1 4-:-1 
"Outreach" Committee meetings) -Agent Chair" meetings and District Home Ex~ension 
Agents Thrust meetings were sandwiched into early and late unscheduled hours. One 
halt day was spent in cons~ltation with campus special ists, picking up county 
suppl ies and meeting with Associate Director) Bobbie Sward, tor the Nebraska Lounci ~ 
ot Home Extension Clubs annual convention in Valentine this summer. 
The Cherry County Home Extens ion Counc i I sponso,"ed a C!:::r..i2.!!])§~ I.r.:§'§' Fa I r ,n 
conjunction with the hal iday shopping kickoft by the Valentine Chamber at Commerce. 
The Ma in Street I Dcat i on and exce I lent <.Ueathe," coope,"ated to a I low approx i mate I y 3UD 
people to view twelve decorated Christmas t!"ees provided by Extension Clubs. A titty 
cent admission charge helped provide working capital tor the Convention tund whi Ie 
spectators couid view/and purchase hand cratted ornaments. 
The response trom the local businesses and general publ ic has been 
overwhe I m i n91 >' pos i t i ve. The Cherry County Clubs wi! I i ilc! i v i dua I 1',1 vote on a 
possible repeat ot this publ ic display for next year. 
The Cherry County Extension Board met November 24 to interview two candidates tor the 
4-H Assistants position. Annual Statt Activity Reports were written. An uneventtul 
and br i et encounter with UNL Pres i dent I~osk i ns occurred at a cit i zens meet i ng on 
November 17th. 
Christmas may have come early in Cherry County this year ... 
'Twas the day atter Thanksgiving when eighty-tour peopie met at the Cat~~~ 1= 
Church in Va lent i ne tor an i ntormat i onEil Eind educ~t i ona I meet I ns on the 19/j6 tax laws 
and the new Chapter 12 Bankruptcy law. The E'§'!:!1) ~.!:.i.§.i~ §!::!.2E9.!:.! ~.!:g!::!E gi ~.9.9~ anc the 
Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service co-sponsored the meetin~ at the request 
ot area ranchers. A display ot I iterature and tree handout materials with Fact 
Sheets on the bas i chi gh I i gh ts ot the new I all.iS and tax ,"eto'"lns (<Jere prov i ded b'~ the 
Cooperative Extension Service. Speakers) coordinated by the Farm Crisis Sucport 
Group) inc I uded I oca I CPA J LI'?l!J i s Johnson J and Ag Law Spec i a lis t) Dav i d Hahn. (Jther" 
paralegals) County Extension Service personnel, and clergy from the As Hotl ine were 
avai lable tor consultation. 
1 
Bi I led as a meeting that would last as lon9 as questions were asked Or untl I 
speakers had to go home, ranch couples endured the steel folding chairs tor tive 
hours determ i ned to dig deep into a I I the PI'O' s and Con's. 
, The meeting contin~e~ ~ith int~nsive discussions on farm debt reorganization, 
tax changes FmHA and the Small Business Administration, FDIC tcll'm credit systems and 
the new Chapter 12 Bankruptcy law. Farm-ranch couples and business people asked al I 
the angles to the information. For some, the intormation was way to late to be ot 
any hope, yet tor others, it might provide some new alternative~; a gl immer ot hope. 
50 what does this al I have to do with an early Christmas? As I was last-minute 
shopping in our local tarm store, I greeted many friends, wishing them a Merrv 
Chr i stmas. As 1 I eft the stol~e and got into my veh i c Ie, one of my Extens ion club 
women chased down the sidewalk atter me. She said,ULynda, I just wanted to thank you 
and the Extension Service tor having the tax law and Chapter 12 meeting a couple of 
weeks ago. We've been in an impossible situation for two years now and because of 
that meet i ng we al~e ab I e to do someth i n9 rea I I y pas i t i ve now! 1~§!2~~ ~g I!:!.I:!.~~ I " 
., .and then my triend gave ~~ an early Christmas present. It was the first time 
I) ve seen her sm i Ie since 1 rnet her three yp.ars ago! 
Merry Christmas to us al I! 
2 
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Cf-£RRY COUNTY 
Chi Id Protective Service worke'rs, fami Iy Support Workers, Aid to Dependent 
Chi Idren Workers, and Social Service Directors trom twelve north-central Nebraska 
counties gained parenting and counsel ing ski I Is in October. An sii~~11~~ e§~~Ql1Q9 
8~~9~~£~ ~~~lD§r sponsored by the Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service In 
Valentine, taught parenting ski I Is in communications, ettective listening, discipl ine 
and tinancial management ski I Is and total tami Iy wei Iness. 
Extension Agent - Home Economics, Lynda Radant, introduced the Social Service 
workers to the resources avai lable trom the Cooperative Extension Service by using 
"'Learn-At-Home" packet ent i tied "Ettect i ve Parent i ng". The part i c i pants ro I e played 
tami Iy counci Is, stroking and did tami Iy I ite inventories and personal marriage 
assessments. The workers expressed their appreciation tor emphasizing the positive 
aspects ot chi Id discipl ine and marriage assessments. As one worker reported, "I 
I ike the approach ot tocusing on a ~lQ91~ concern at a time. Too otten we work with 
perSons that have more than one problem and we need to be able to tocus On the 
problem and not so much the causes." 
A session on tinancial planning and how to use a household cash-tlow sheet 
provided new concepts and approaches to helping tami I ies ease money burdens. More 
resources including NebGuides and the rete,'ence index, Fact Sheets, more Learn-At-
Home packets and listings ot program otterings were explained. 4-H materials were 
high lighted as how they cou I d be used to deve I op spec i a I interests and sk i I Is, bu i I d 
.self-esteem and provide social ski I I development tor youth. 
The Resource Seminar was interspersed with special education teaching techniques 
that helped train the Social Service workers to better meet their cl ienteles' needs. 
Although the Extension Service materials were praised as "clear, concise monographs" 
that would serve as excel lent resources tor the protessionals, the social service 
workers tooled up their personal ski I Is to better reach their audiences. In 
activities directed by Agent Radant, who holds an advanced degree and endorsements in 
·Special Education', the seminar participants re-wrote printed intormation to 
simplest language, pinpointed 'key concepts', interpreted and made suggest(ons tor 
simpl itying group activities to tocus on a single positive concept or to special 
single parent audiences. 
At the close ot the day, a group ot publ ic workers lett the seminar with their 
stack ot intormation received trom the Cooperative Extension Service. Written 
evaluations expressed appreciation to,' the exposure to the Cooperative Extension 
Service as ~Dll~l!~g resources (so it seems!), and praised ettorts at networking and 
sharing potentials between agencies. Eighty-seven percent ot the participants 
reported an excel lent rating to "learning something new that could be incorporated in 
their work". They viewed the seminar as "~~~~ helptul in del ivery approaches to 
cl ientele", and "a way to promote in-home instruction and learnings". They rated the 
County Extension Ottices and agents as "wei I-intormed" and "a valuable §.!J9 §~§1l§91~ 
resources)) tor their needs as wei I as the cl ientele they serve. 
1 . 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Home Economics 
November 1986 
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TI-QI1AS O. DILL 
EXTEt£Hl'4 AGENT - AGR I Q.L TLRE 
Cl-£RRY Ca.NTY 
AGR 1 Q.L TLRE AND NA TLRPL RESOLRCE5 
It seems I ike time is moving too tast to get things done, then betore you know 
it, it is done and behind you. November just got started and the next time 1 turned 
around, it was gone. Several cal Is cane in on swine. Two were producers interested 
in beginning hog operations. The most interesting and unusual was a cal I on how to 
house train a pig. 
1 attended the Range Management Symposium in North Platte with several other 
Cherry County residents. Three agency people and tour ranchers attended. The 
program had a tew low spots but the majority was excel lent. At the sme time 1 took 
training during the evenings on Finpack, which is a Financial package ot computer 
sottware including Balance sheets, Trend Sheets, Cash Flow, and Financial statement 
analysis and alternatives. 
Oenn i s. Bauer came over and we i nterseeded some Garl~ i son Creep i ng Foxta i I and 
Switchgrasss into Bud Reece)s meadow. Plans are to seed HottmanJs and two sites in 
Brown County next month. 
1 am currently talking with three other producers about meadow management and 
improvement. 1 hope to have at least one more demonstration set up tor next year. A 
cal I on diversitication ot a current operation came in. 1 visited with the producers 
about alternatives and they are looking very hard at several ot them. 
The Integrated Reproductive Management Team tor Dick Bal lard was establ ished and 
we met on the 26th to tour the ranch and make initial suggestions. The team members 
were impressed with the current operation, but did pick up on several management 
practices that could be changed Or need changes that could add more tlexibi I ity 
whi Ie cutting the expenses ot the operation. 
was held on 
Attendance 
both the 
A meeting co-sponsored with the Farm Crisis Support Group ot Cody 
the 28th. The new tax and Bankruptcy Chapter 12 I aws wel~e the top i cs. 
was very high (84) and the program was wei I worth it. Comments trom 
participants and presentors were very positive. 
In December there wi I I be meetings tor producers On Retained OWnership ot 
I ivestock and. the Range Cattleman)s Roundups. 1 am also required to gO to North 
Platte tor a week ot inservice training. 
4-H AND YOUTH 
Achievement night went very wei I. 1 have received many positive comments and 1 
was pleased with the number in attendance and response trom the 4-H)ers toward OUr 
program. 
County Government Day was held on the 21st. We had seven youth come to the 
ott ice. They were here tor only 45 minutes but seemed to get the intormation they 
needed or wanted. 
1 
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Spotl i9ht On 4-H 
November 1986 
Susan Schl ichtin9 
Extension Assistant 
The month at November has been SOmewhat ot a reisx'g one. 4-H Achievement 
Ni9ht was held on November 1. The weather held and we ~~~ a super evening. Over 90 
4-H'ers and leaders weihe Ihecogr.ized tor t;,eil" acccmpi is;-,~r;2r,t5 in the 4-H ::>I'O':II"am 
dur i ng 1986. A number at 4-1-1 supporters Luere on ;,anC;'JI' t:,e pot luck suppe:- and 
evening pr09ram. Dal las Kimel former Cherry Cowntv 4-~)2r and International 4-H 
Youth Exchangee to the Netherlands provided a spec ~ si ide program on his 
experiences. Fol lowing the presentation ot awards! c ~6~C2 sponsored by ~~e 4-H 
Coune i I was he I d. The even i ng tu I I at exc i tement W2S c: :;:1ieat way to top at t ti .... e 4-H 
;year. 
I h~ several oPPol'tunit:es durins the :n:::-:,':-' ~:: ci. 
Internatiohal programs by speaking to 4-H'ers 2nd '~e:~ 
=rograms in Burt and Brown Counties. 
~0read the word abcw~ 4-H 
I~S at Achieveme:-~ ~;3ht 
After the Achievement Night activities sett ~~ ~~~ : took to cleaning ~~use. 
Th i n9S tend to pi I e up! with the lit tie t i Ine to ce,,'c:; ~:= !:.:: t i j ins, SOl" ~ • ,-'= and 
organizin9 dUring the Ubusy months». Besides the h::WS2 ::- 2~~in9 tasks! 1 have spent 
time completin9 the annual activities reports> att~ ~~~ the Sparks l.vewires 
Or:anizational meeting, attended the NC:=:A Contel"ence in _ '~==:n and took seve:'B: days 
ett to catch up on Some much needed rest. 
Unti I next month. 
( 
( 
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Monthly Narraive 
December 1986 
Lynda Radant 
Cherry County 
A Month ot Inservices 
Agent lnservice Training (9~ County Agent)s Held Hostage in Educational Attempts!) 
§1§11 Q~~~19Em~n1 lrainins -
In an approach to update, expand knowledge (and posteriol's) and provide indepth 
training, the State Extension statt cal led week long seminars tor agents vs. training 
throughout the year at various locations. In this attempt to save the state statt 
monies, the training proved to be extremely intense tor the tive day ottering In 
North Platte. Whi Ie Some agents opted tor the Lincoln session, they received the 
presentations live, whi Ie North Platte recipients received video-taped presentations 
ot a tew guest speakers tor various sessions. This was good becuase it saved the 
state money,tor speaker tees and expenses and we didn)t miss the JUICY parts. It was 
bad becuas~ some ot the qual ity ot videos didn)t come ott very wei I. (Face it, we 
are 229il~g by high tech, protessional Iy produced competitive TV productions!) 
1 view the tive tul I days ot nutrition sessions, detai led Farm Financial 
analysis, how to be competitive in grant writing and nutritional computer analysis as 
very valuable to my programming in Cherry County. ' 
Friday noon brought the tormal release at the hostage situation. 1 can teel 
true empathy tor those pol itical prisoners. and now ... to steel myselt tor the week-
iong mandated session in May in Lincoln! 
As a result at requests tram several administrators and other County 
special summary report has been written on ~s~ls~11~~~ §1~~22 2~~1 
~s1i~11i~2. Please see a copy ot the attached report. 
Agents, 
§~9~.e2 
lQi~Q~l~~ ~Qm~ §DQ E§mll~ lQ~~~~l£~ - In addition to sevel'al Extension Clubs and 4-H 
meetings, an intensive session was spent in uhands onu and practical experience in an 
a I most torgotten sk i I I I eve I . More common I y termed ))Annua I I_eave Or Vacat ion)), th i s 
County Agent spent 8 days getting reacquainted with immediate tami Iy and p~eparing 
tor Christmas whi Ie sti I I unpacking 'packing boxes). The »inservice)) was deemed 
extremely valuable, rewarding and long overdue. 
Happy New Year! 
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Summary Story 
December 1986 
Agriculture Stress Support Groups and Activities 
in North Central' Nebraska - Cherry County 
In the tal I ot 1984, two banks and the Production Credit Association In Cherry 
County closed their doors. Business was shut ott and the anxiety and stress levels 
of al I ranchers and businessmen reached an al I time peak level. Many remembered the 
'dirty thirties' and many holders were determined not to let history repeat itselt 
but to do everything within their power to protect their tami I ies and their land. 
In February, Dr. Herb Lingren, University ot Nebraska-Fami Iy Lite Special ist 
and Lynda Radant, Cherry County Agent-Home Economics presented Farm and Ranch Fami Iy 
Stress Workshops in the Cody and Valentine, Nebraska towns. Fifty people attended 
the sessions whi Ie several others later reported, they ucircled the block becuase 
they didn't know it they would fit itu . News columns on ways tami I ies could cope 
with stress, identify stresSOrs and ease financial pressures were publ ished in 
Radant's ~eekly news columns. One local newspaper gathered extra resources and ran 
special features on stress management. Check-out packets on Dr. Lingren's 
presentation were made avai lable to the publ ic. UManaging For Tomorrowu tinancial 
program netted 14 fami I ies participation due to Agriculture Agent, Harry Stokely's 
etforts with ranchers, and bankers. 
In December, five ministers, a high school home economics teacher, a minister's 
wite and representatives of Home Extension clubs traveled two-hundred and fifty mi les 
to attend Stress Support Group Training in North Platte. Those in attendance held a 
tol low-up meeting and due to requests trom the county seat Chamber ot Commerce, put 
together a UStress in LivingU workshop - panel presentation tor community members not 
able to attend Dr. Lingren's session. Packets and a sampl ing of other helpful 
stress-related topics of tinancial and emotional support were distributed at the 
UStress in LivingU presentation conducted by a ranch-wite, medical doctor, minister, 
local business representative and mental health counselor. The presentation was 
video taped and has been shared with grOUps in Nebraska and South Dakota. 
Also included in the packets were copies ot the ~t2~!:r.~ ~Q~!:!1~ uYel low Pages ot 
Helping Agencies and Resource Peopleu . This multi-page resource I ist was coordinated 
by representatives from sixteen various agencies, ranging trom PCA representatives, 
tood pantry leaders, the Ministerial Association, businessmen, farmers-ranchers and 
health representatives. The agencies and reSOUrce people I isted were explained in a 
descriptive paragraph ot services, contact people and volunteers. The uYel low Pages v 
are now ready tor their third year revision and updates. Several Home Extension 
Clubs furnish the reams of paper whi Ie the Cherry County Extension Service turnishes 
the printing and helps distribute. The uYel low Pages U have been shared with various 
support groups and County Agents across the state. South Dakota County Agents and 
Farm Bureau Members have also asked tor example copies. 
Six months later, several ranchers attended another stress workshop in Valentine 
and took a stress inventory again. One rancher's wife reported, ul didn't real ize 
how wei I we were coping unti I 1 took the inventory over again. You're workshops 
helped in more than one way.u 
1 
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The 'networking' c0eated by the Stress Support Group has opened doors to the 
sharing ot programs, speakers, cooperative planning among agencies and a vast 
awareness ot other local agencies and their objectives. The networking has continued 
with the interaction at groups with their ears to the needs ot people and their 
hearts open to helptul service and a meshing ot services verSUS an overlapping ot 
ettorts. 
The Cody Support Group and the PCA shal'ed expert i se through car i ng, listen i ng 
and asking. Support Group meetings with various government agencies helped get more 
direct answers. Knowing neighbors sl ipped boxes ot tood into people's cars that were 
having trouble tinding tood tor their next meal, but too proud to ask the "tood 
pantry" tor help. 
"Our Cody-Ki Igore area support group has been I ike a "bandaid" society," reports 
Helen Kroeger. Helen and her husband Jim have been otticers in the support group 
tormed as a result ot the two banks closing in October 1984. "I guess you might say 
the same story tor 3 hours helps the aching heart ease the pain and lets the listener 
real ize he isn't the only one with the same problem. 
> 
"The I istening and sharing are our bandaids" reports Helen, and a group ot 
people can share material goods and knowledge. "This type ot shairng is OUr bandai6 
brigade. It ~elps make the hUrt teel so much better instead at waiting tor the 
situation to wOrsen .. Spl ints immobil ize you!" 
By October, 1985, one in every sixty residents at Cherry county has attended a 
"stress intormation session." MOre publ ic intormational and educational meetings 
have been sponSored by the Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service. Two hundred 
Home Extension club tami I ies received training in "Listening with YOUr Heart ... As 
\. ( We I I as YOur Ears)). 
One hundred titty high school students attended Or. Herb Lingren)s sessions on 
tami Iy communications. Eighteen mothers and tathers and Day Care personnel attended 
"Stress in Chi Idren)) seminars and some recorded the session to share with neighbors 
and triends. "From Fami Iy Stress to Fami Iy Wei Iness" was attended by twenty people 
who gave up their Halloween activities. FOI,ty-nine people attended Or. Ling~en)s 
session on"Listening and Loving with Chi Idren ... and Parents". it is estim~ted now 
at the end at 1986 that one in every titteeen people have attended a mental wei Iness 
seminar Or session. 
Agent Training tor the Cherry County Agriculture and Home Economics Agents has 
concentrated on intense studies ot tarm-tinancial record keeping, risk management and 
household accounts. This has proven to be invaluable tor consultations and 
background knowledge. The need tor creative, low-budget recyclable materials tor the 
home and tami Iy has been empahsized. The renewal or redoing helps keep mental 
attitude al ive with the tact ~omething sti I I can be done. Lessons on accessorizing 
YOur present cloth i ng, how to c.~-estab I ish cl'ed it, protect i ng and stor i ng tam i i y 
keepsakes with emphasis on transition and emel'gency tami Iy I ite cycle planning kept 
the Home Economics angles in balance. More interest is being garnered trom community 
businesses and individuals to have business operation evaluations and home 
entrepreneurship. 
2 
The accomp I i shment J~eports aJ~e rewaJ'c/ j n9 but it st i I I i sn' t a rose gcwden crop 
in Cherry County. The mental depression and withdrawal does not go unnoticedo There 
have been seve~al suicides. The trustration was exempl itied when a highly trained 
Farm Crisis Hotl ine statt person who walked ott his ranch never wanting to see or 
hear ot it again. The strain shows inothe eyes ot businessmen and merchants as wei I 
as the ranchers. AI I are scrimping and Udoing withoutU to have 9as money to get to 
town tor basic groceries. lhere is no money avai lable tor UMansgin9 For Tomorrowu 
sessions or other tarm analyiis seminars trom ranchers or area bankers. In that 
desperation to salvage the remains ot the J'anchers and tarms, their vulnerabi I ity 
peeks at Ntoo-900d-to-be-true u scams trom outsiders. 
It every cloud has a si Iver I ining, the si Iver is 91eaming in Cherry County 
throu9h the use ot bandin9 t0gether to share resources, education and talents through 
the cooperative awareness ot individuals, a~encies and volUnteers. That gleam is 
helping keep spirits higher through America's crisis. 
3 
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Dece~be~ Na~~ative 
ThClIp.aS O. 0 i J J / 
Che, (y County 
Exte~sion Agent - A9riculture 
8~~~~ltu~e ~ Natural ~~~~~~£~~ 
Decembe~ has been an interestin9 month, to say the least. On December 2 the 
Ran~P CattJeman)s Roundup was held in Ainsworth. The progl'am this year was centered 
on Oevelopi n9 efficiency and protitabi I ity in beet herds. The presentations were 
ver~ 900d except tor the main speaker was snowed in at the airport in Denver. 
The Resource Conservat i on and Deve I opment Counc i i he I d a Reta i ned owenel'sh i p 
meelin9 on the 17th. The attendance was very low and the meetin9 actually was an 
adv~(tisement tor a Co-op Feedlot in Iowa. 
I attended the RC&D Interagency meetin9 in Bassett and expressed concerns about 
the use ot p~ivate industry representatives only on the meetin9s the RC&D are 
pre~~ntin9. The~e seemed to be one-sided presentations and are biased. Cal Is in the 
ot+i~e hav~ been tew but very diverse. Intormation requested has included catfish 
tar~in9' worm tarmin9' cattle rations and bugs. 1 met with Dick Bal lard about his 
feeq rations. The IRM pr09ram with Dick is progressing very wei I. 
1 have started to write a 9rant proposal tor an expanded meadow renovation 
proJ,ct. Workin9 with Dennis Bauer on expanding the work previously done we hope to 
use ~he p~actice to improve meadows in the Sandhi I Is. Two entire meadows in Cherry 
Coun~y and one in each ot Brown and Rock counties would be seeded it the 9rant monies 
are received. The weather and other business did not al low us to complete seedin9s 
on R~ece)s and Hotfman)s meadows this month. We plan to t;'y again in January if the 
snoUj holds ott. 
I met with Barb Reed to discuss beginning an 8th srade Conservation Day with the 
rur~1 schools in Cherry County. We plan to hold it on ApI"; I 20th with an Apri I 24th 
snow/rain date. The Soi I Conservation Service, Game and Parks Commission, Natural 
ResCl0rce District, U.S. Forest Service, and Extension wi I I be involved. The day wi I I 
be he I d at the .McKe I vie Forest. If th i 5 wOI'ks out we I I, we may try to have a fa I I 
Con$~rvation Day with the City Schools. 
Severa I 4-H Clubs have started to re-Or9an i ze and pick up project matel' i a Is. 
The 4-H Counci I met and adapted the revised constitution and made plans to set goals 
tor the 4-H pr09ram. 
1 have be9an to contact businesses in Valentine about the Mana9ing Main 
Bus i r1ess pr09ram. There seems to be I itt lei nterest in the i::Jrogram. I wi I I 
to c~eck businesses betore makin9 a decision to hold the workshop or not. 
Stl'eet 
continue 
fhe one week ot training held in North Platte was verY sood. I did not get a 
900Se but the meetin9s were much better than 1 anticipated. Much ot the intormation 
wi I I ~e put to use in Cherry County . 
1 
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Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Hoae .Econoa1cs - Agent Chair 
January 1987· 
The beginning of a new year ... and the beginning of new activities; or new 
approaches to older activities. 
The Extension Board aet January 16 for the purpose of interviewing a 4-H 
assistant. l:!L.a_~approach to try to solve the turnover rate, the Board aireed to 
offer the job to Cindy Perrett on the conditions the Assistant be willing to work to 
the goals of the 4-H Council. The 4-H Council in turn, will set general goals for 
the Cherry County prograa while the Council sub-collllittees will meet to provide 
specific yearly objectives. 
A ~ professional experience was provided as this agent started serving as 
secretary to the Nebraska Cooperative Extension Association -4-H Section. Again. 
goals and 9bjectives were the priJIe issue for new 4-H Section officers. The 
collllittees Cor the Nebraska Section will definitely help advance 4-H progralllling in 
Nebraska due to the exciteaent and professional approaches held by those agents. 
A aeeting in O'Neill with a special task force of agents is making efforts at 
securing a ~ audience with Handicapped 4-H potentials. Plans were aade for 
presenting a prograa to ~w potential leaders, the teachers and Teachers Aides for 
Educational Service Unit *8 at Neligh. 
A ~ 4-H Club needed prograJlJl:ing assistance and a sequential learning prograa 
for the "Ghost Riders'" aeeting was established with some assistance froll this agent. 
Valentine played host to a different approach for 4-H Leader Trainings this 
year. Three area aeetings were established for the North Central District in 
Iaperial. Lexington. and Valentine. 4-H Leaders froa B-K-R, Central Sandhills, and 
Cherry County scored the biggest attendance of the three centers to share and learn 
froa state 4-H Leaders: Virginia Gobeli, Ken Schmidt. Karen Johnson, and Doyle 
Wolverton. Special presentations and workshops with a catered meal kept 44 leaders 
inforaed. entertained and challenged. (The State staff made special note of the 
nuaber of young leaders at this training!) 
A .!!!!! lesson helped Cherry County Hoae Extension Club members and 3 other 
attendees contend with old, inefficient filing systems to help get family records off 
to a ~ start in a ~ year. File It Easy, Find It Fast leader training lesson 
garnered all hands of accolades and praises. Salle of the cOlUDents reaped from a 
lesson feedback fora were: 
File ILEasy. Find It Fast - Leader Training Lesson 
- "everyone enjoyed the lesson and everyone needed this lesson!" 
- "lots of items brought out that a person would not think of in case of death" 
- "lots of new ideas acquired" 
*social security nuabers for children 
*blood donors cards needed for Cherry County residents 
*color coding an excellent help 
*"active" vs. "inactive" files in salle or different locations 
*like the idea of someone else (children) knowing where important papers 
are 
- "glad to receive the the incentive and encouragement" to create a more 
efficient filing ~ •... "this should spur me on!" 
- "Most helpful lesson I've had in a long tilIe! 
Now that type of lesson can help~ an agent's spirit! 
2 
The Keya-Paha. Cherry County Developmental Center becaJle jL!!ew audience and 
. .Lient for this agent. After an extensive search of the Neb Guide and even 4-H 
'"Ues. it seeJIS very little "print" exists to aiding those wishing to assist others 
....n equment identification. basic measuring and kitchen safety. Those counties. such 
as Cherry County. possibly need to have aore access to "Expanded Nutrition" (EFNEP) 
resources. 
Several days were spent in Lincoln as the District G 3: H Director for Nebraska 
Council of Hoae Extension Clubs. Goal setting was a priJIary objective for 1988 and 
carrying out plans for District aeetings and state Annual meetings. 
A ~ personal and faaily adventure happened at the end of a rewarding 
January ... downh1ll skiing! Can't wait to go again for a week of R 3: R! 
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JANUARY 1987 NARRATIVE 
THOMAS O. DILL 
CHERRY COUNTY 
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
I attended a Ranchers Workshop in Murdo SD put on by the Extension \ 
Service .ahd SCS. The workshop was very informative and included Information 
on harvesting grass seed, forage ~esting and rotational grazing comparisons. 
The Nebraska Forage and Grassland Council met in Lincoln on the 8th. The meeting 
was also attended by several Cherry County producers. The information on harvesting 
grass seed was very informative other topics discussed included Fee hunting, 
Backgrounding with forages and Grazing Systems. All of these contained useful 
information for Cherry County producers. v 
I visited three ranches and talked about livestock performance on range 
forage and nutritional needs of different livestock classes. I ran feed rations 
for two producers and showed one a ration saving him $3S0/per ton.of feed used. 
This ration cut out a supplement he was purchasing and I later received a call 
from the feed representative complaining about the elimination of his feed from 
the ration. Several other producers have contacted me for information on less 
expensive protein supplements. 
It was requested I attend an inservice on the 1987 Farm Program in Ogallala. 
After.,attending I felt the inservice would' hav:e been useful in December but January 
27 was much too late. . -
I also attended the Crop Protection Clinic in Broken Bow. This was a useful 
meeting to get a handle on how some new herbicides and insecticides work. 
Several bug questions have come in. Carpet beetles and moths are turning 
up in many homes due to the mild winter. 
Mick Helberg from Central Sandhills came up and we worked on some combined 
programming ideas for the future. 
I have contacted Dave Aiken and he agreed to come up and present a meeting 
on Chapter 12 Bankruptcy, the creditors side on February 23. This meeting 
will.be co-sponsored with BKR Extension and be held in Valentine. 
. Dick Clark has asked me to set up a meeting with several ranchers to discuss 
costs related to harvesting forage with livestock. Several letters were sent to 
producers and a meeting will be held on February 12, 
Bud Reece's and Tom Hoffman's meadows were finally seeded. 
4-H AND YOUTH 
A 4-H Council meeting was held on January 6 to discuss goals and get some 
ideas for future programming. 
The District Leader Training in Valentine went very well. We had 43 leaders 
from BKR, Central Sandhills, and Cherry County Extension Units. This was 
more than the other two trainings combined had in attendance. 
Lowell Belville, Merrill Feller, and I attended the Shooting Sports Leader 
Training in North Platte. The information was useful and will help in getting 
a Cherry County Club started. Another training will be held on February 14 
in Chadron. Several other people have expressed interest in attending to help 
with the program. 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
The Rotary Club asked me to speak on January 30. I visited with them 
about the Managing Main Street Business Program. There were four Rotarians 
who were very interested in the program and said they would attend and promote 
the program. Several other businesses have been contacted and expressed interest. 
More contacts will be made and a schedule will be set up. 
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Boae Econoaics - Agent Chair 
February 1987 
Woaen and the Law - February is a month to celebrate the birthdays of some of our 
greatest law aakers. What better way to emphasize our constitutional rights and 
observations than tbrough the awareness lesson of Women and how laws affect them. 
The leader training lesson was I18.de· open to the public as well as Extension Club 
leaders and as a result. 3 new Mailbox Members were gained froll the evening 
trainings. They attended because "the topiC sounded so interesting". 
The interest of the lesson ranged with the age groups of the clubs. Older 
aeabers found wills and Medicare of priaary interest and of help. Others found 
aarriage. divorce and child sUPPOrt. juvenile delinquency. and care for their parents 
as they approach older ages. "It was very interesting in regards to what our rights 
really are and how aany tiaes we are mislead because we do not know the changes that 
have been I18.de or our neglect to know". reported one club. "Everyone thoroughly 
appreciated th~ booklet (Nebraska Bar Association) for study and reference". Another 
club was so engrossed in the lesson they reported. "1 feel (this was) one of the best 
lessons given and we could have sat there until midnight". 
Agent note: A short quiz and "report back" form was developed by this agent for 
the Woaen and the Law lesson as a result of the excellent feedback and responses froa 
the File I:L~.lesson. This is working quite well in Cherry County! (A review 
of literature by the County Attorney was aost helpful to agent and leaders also!) 
1987 NCBEC Convention Plans -
Many days of February were spent in collllllittee meetings with some of the thirteen 
coaaittees . of the Nebraska Councll of Home Extension Club meeting in June in 
/ Valentine. Endless entertw1n1ng details of the meals. favors. learnshops. tours and 
hostesses were nailed into place. As a result. carefully balanced yet nutritious 
aeals will be served and accentuated with top quality favors and centerpieces. Tours 
were "tried out" and a hilariously. interesting day resulted in providing an 
education to the tour collaittee. also! Learnshops will emphasize the talent and 
expertise that lies out there in "them thar Sandh1lls"! (The hardest part of putting 
on a convention is getting everyone to adhere to deadlines for the other persons 
sake!) 
4-H Acitivites -
As the word "goals" seemed to doll1nate January's SUJIJDary. February was the 
aonth to enact the word "GOALS" for a District 4-H Council Meeting in Broken Bow. 
"Goals" were then discussed in a day long meeting for the Cherry County 4-H Council. 
The objectives for these goals were then planned with a 4-H Hoae Econollics Coaaittee 
aeeting. New writing projects and reinforcements were planned! 
The 4-H newsletter. The Cherry Pit and a Home Ec'spressions flyer were both 
written by the agent. 
4 
,_unity Interactions -
"Cogging wheels" .,.that's what I like to call the positive interaction that goes 
,n between co_unity agencies when one can intermesh and lend support to another area 
agency. Contacts _de for one purpose tend to reinforce the next contact and efforts 
can becoae shortcuts. Soae of the co_unity contacts I made this month were: 
Valentine Challber of-fo_erce - NCHEC Convention plans in the host city were 
shared with aerchants and business persons to facilitate services and 
aercband:lsjng. (A "co_ercial" was given to proaote "Project Mamstreet".) 
Citizens Education Coaaittee for Abused and Neglected Children - As a Coaaittee 
person I find serving on the library/purchase coaaittee extremely valuable to 
working with the hoae econoaics teacher, school psychologist/learning 
disabilities director and registered nurse for learning about Cherry Counties 
educational resources on better parenting. This coaaittee opens doors of 
co_unication with law enforce.ent, mental health profeSSionals, doctors, 
lawyers, school superintendents and those interested in better parenting 
prograJllling. 
~ Paba -:.. Cherry County Developmental Center - A January contact for kitchen 
safety reso12J"Ces led to my appointment to the Behavior Modification Review Board 
for the Center. This contact not only challenges me professionally in my degree 
area but provides an excellent sounding board for 4-H for Special Kids! 
Educational Service Unit n in Neligh was a trial sight for two other agents and 
ayself to explain the virtues of 4-H projects for "special kids". physically or 
aentally handicapped and "gifted" children. The audience at ESU 8 was 32 
teachers froa various schools. In a survey/feedback form, all teachers 
co_ended us for exposing thea to "a wealth of infoI'llation 4-H had to offer!". 
(Early education here will eliainate needs at a later age such as the KPCC 
Developaental Center!) 
i V~dIlinistra.tiVe Duties - GOALS were achieved to freshen the office when negotiations 
with the landlord netted a "paint day" to paint all offices and new carpeting 
throughout! The office is now "smelly-fresh" and looking forward to the day when all 
"junk" is thoroughly sorted, filed or retired. 
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THOMAS O. DILL 
CHERRY COL.X\ITY 
EXTENSION AGENT - AGRIClL TLRE 
FEBRUARY NARRATIVE 
e~ ~ NATURAL RESOURCES 
Plans were completed and we had nine producers and one vet attend the coffee 
shop sess,ion with Don Hudson. The discussion turned and was centered on questions 
deal in9 with economical veternarian practices. uWhere can 1 cut costs without 
cuttin9 my throat,U was the main question asked. 
1 held my private pesticide appl icator training and certified 14 producers. 1 
attended a Weed Science, Entomol09Y and Chemigation update in North Platte on the 
13th. The time was wasted and material presented was ot no use in Cherry County, 
The Re9ional Irri9ation Short Course held in O)Nei I I was excel lent. Attendance 
was very 900d and material presented was wei I worthwhi Ie ~8 Our local producers. 
The meetin9 held tor creditors in a Chapter 12 Bankruptcy situation was very 
poorly attended. We had two business people and one banker in attendance. 
1 hav~ had several cal Is to run rations tor beet cows. Calvin9 has started and 
nutrition rs becoming more important. 1 have pushed this idea and more producers are 
cal I in9 to check their post-calving rations. Dick Clark, the Economist from North 
Platte, was up and met with myselt and SOme producers to 8stabl ish average costs for 
I ivestock operations in Nebraska Sandhi I Is. 
The Crop Focus held in Bassett was intormative and the intormation on 
alternative crops was interesting. 
~=Ij ~ YOUTH 
The 4-H Counci I met and set 90als tor 1987. 
teel we are on an excel lent track tor the tuture. 
The meeting went very wei I and 1 
The L,.-:.-j Livestock Committee met 
and made SOme sU9gestions to improve our program in the future. 
CClMM.1\II TY .8ESOURCE QEVELOPMENT 
1 have continued to contact businesses about the Managing Main Street Business 
pr09ram. So tar, interest ism i xed and about ha It ot the bus i ness peop I e are very 
excited about a program of this type. I plan to visit ~;th al I the businesses in 
Valentine, and al I the Hi9hway 20 towns in Cherry Cour~~ next month to determine 
interest. 
1 
"Time On"-My Story 
February 1987 
Cindy Perrett 
Cherry Cou~ty Extension Assistant 
Orientation II 
Although I wasn't on the payroll yet, I spent many hours in Feb. 
" feeling more and more like an extension assistant. First I drove to 
Lincoln to spend Febr. 11, 12, & 13 in Orientation II. It was hard to 
follow some of the topics since I had not yet had contact with the programs 
but the sense of being in a group of similar people was great! We 
dealt with conflict management, relationships, personal contacts, and 
dealing with others lion their wavelength". Alot of time was also spent 
in program planning (which is still confusing.) How to give a sense of 
~. 
directioh .••.• ? I left Lincoln feeling like I had known those there for 
much longer than 3 days. 
District 4-H Council 
On Feb. 19, Candi Dusenberry, Council Pres., Lynda Radant, Home Ec 
Agent, and I traveled to Broken Bow for the District 4-H Council meeting. 
We,did much talking on issues and concerns for Cherry County during the 
trip to and from. The Council was able to then formalize their goals for 
Cherry ,County to help give uS all a sense of direction. Maybe we can get 
more interaction between groups of people. Since I am starting at the 
time of year when everything takes off, I am going to need it. 
Otherwise ... 
To help me get an idea of Cherry County programs specifically, I 
spent several afternoons in the office. Much of this time was spent 
trying to find things--my desk included, since it was hidden under a 
stack of mail! 
Now I feel like an extension assistant! 
- -
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Chair - Home Economics 
March 1987 
Home Economics Programming 
The leader training lesson entitled Grandparenting was presented to twelve 
Extension Clubs and an extra audience of grandparent "experts" - the Valentine Senior 
Citizens Center. The lesson was greatly enjoyed by the mixed audience that received 
"Gifts for Grandchildren" from the gift wrapped box. Attendees either had fond 
memories of their grandparents or tips on handling their grandparenting roles. The 
audience was challenged by the activity quiz on their grandparenting knowledge and 
didn't easily agree with the answers on the quiz. Many thought our geographic 
location and midwest culture influenced slightly different answers. These sharp 
"experts" were quick to point out that although the lesson was recently written, the 
specialists/authors' research was already over ten years old!' -
(~othing like a group that keeps you on your toes!) 
Convention plans were accelerated as thc print deadline for the program for the 
1987 Nebraska Council of Home Extension Clubs - Annual Meeting in Valentine was met. 
Nine meetings with publicity, tours, hostesses and learnshops helped put together the 
convention format. West-end and east-end convention co-chairpersons Ormesher and 
Burton continue to be present as coordinators from one committee to another while 
Council Chairperson Chenoweth keeps the club activities and citizenship emphasis 
coordinated. 
A focus on the Health and Safety emphasis of the Cherry County Home Extension 
Council was discussed with Rita Schneider. The plans for the program - Eating Today 
for. a Healthier Tomorrow - was postponed til autumn due to duplicated program 
emphasis by the Cherry County Hosptial. The need for cholestrol screening, blood 
pressure clinic and perhaps free diabetic screening was still an area the county 
needs to address. 
Community Resource and Dev£LQpment 
The Valentine Economic Development Committce contjnues to meet at least twice a 
month. This committee continues to make plans for the Revitalization of Valentine by 
seeking methods to attract economic growth and development to Valentine. 
Professional evaluation teams are being explored. 
Meanwhile 56 ranchers, businessmen and professjona~attended the public meeting 
on Chapter 12 Bankruptcy with Judge Mahoney at the Cherry County Fairgrounds. The 
Judge presented excellent printed resources as well as an extremely informational 
meeting. Once again, the Cherry County Cooperative Extension Service co-sponsored 
the meeting, this time our co-sponsor being the Cherry County Bar Association. We 
hope to continue facilitating informational meetings for our economically depressed 
clients that wish information from all sides. 
(On the lighter side - THIS TIME - we used Cooperative Extension Service 
styrofoam cups for coffee at the meeting. It never hurts to advertise ... but the 
reception was more positive than when we inadvertantly served coffee in Federal Land 
Bank cups at another Chapter 12 meeting! One man laughingly pointed out it was 
probaly the only thing he'd ever get from FLB!) 
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More hours were spent on the Literary selection committee for the Citizens 
Education Council of Abused and Neglected Children (Cherry County). This project 
hopes to establish a reference section· within the public library on the topic of 
abused and neglected. Other committees are working on a public presentation, school 
programming, foster homes and a "safe house". 
4~H and Youth Programming 
March officially welcomed our new 4-H Assistant to Cherry County Office and 
weekly staff meetings have been used to acquaint Cindy Perrett with the calendar, 
Cherry County structure of 4-H and the office resources. Activities have been 
reviewed by staff assignment and files. Cindy will be a very welcome addition for 
our staff. She seems to bring some re-organization and structure to the 4-H program. 
We are happy to have Cindy agree to work to the 4-H Council goals on her new job. 
This agent continues to oversee the 4-H Dog Training sessions on Sunday 
afternoons. Enrollment of 4-H'ers and adults is again proving to be well attended 
with 20 students and dogs as we ~~t~i the fourth year of trainings with 4-H 
Volunteet. Pastor Doug Fusselman. 
Inservices, Meetin~ ~nd ~dimin~~~~~ion 
In addition to working closely with the new and current staff on job 
aSSignments. many hours have been spent working on the Extension Office Budget. 
WCREC District - Spring Conference was attended in North Platte. A pilot 
session "Goal Setting" for Extension professionals and spouses was attended in North 
Platte. The sessions will be directed by Paul Gessaman. a UNL Specialist who has 
written many materials for MFT and Managing Mainstreet. The first sessions have 
proven to be extremely helpful to my husband and me. 
A committee meeting in Grand Island with the Legislative/Administrative 
Relations Committee for the Nebraska Cooperative Extension Association (professional 
organization) proved very interesting. Not only was the dialogues with the directors 
informative. but the unexpected stay overnight during the worst blizzard of the 
season provided indepth study of human resourcefulness in motels without power. The 
next day's trip home yielded a white knuckle trip down a steep enbankment and a 
bruised fender. (One snow day kept our office closed for a first day in many years.) 
This agent also participated in the interviewing of a new Home Economics 
District Coordinator and 4-H Coordinator. March looks very promising for filling 
vacancies! 
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Thomas O. Dill 
Extension Agent - Agriculture 
Cherry County 
March 1987 Narrative 
Agriculture and Natural Resources 
, 
Chemigation training took up almost all of the first week of March and 
after that the dam burst. The area Swine Day held at Ainsworth was very worthwhile. 
I learned quite a bit about swine health and, even though we don't have many swine 
operations in Cherry County, there have been five producers stop in the office and 
request information on beginning swine production. 
The coffee shop sessions with Ivan Rush went very well. There were lots 
of questions and some very good discussion. Attendance was very low, but we 
did help some people. 
The visit by Judge Mahoney was very informative and there were 56 people 
in attendance. There has been three meetings on Chapter 12 Bankruptcy sponsored 
or co-sponsored by Extension. Each one was from a different angle and met the 
needs of different people. The first one held last November 26 was geared toward 
providing information to the producers. The second held February 24 was providing 
information to creditors (mainly unsecured creditors), and the final one held 
March 10 was for everyone. The first presentor was a lawyer , the second was 
a University lawyer, and the third was a Judge. Attendance was very high for 
all but the creditors meeting. . 
I have had lots of calls about trees, shrubs and flowers being hurt by 
the cold snap and heavy snow. 
Several individuals have renewed their pesticide cards through the home 
study packet. 
Two people have been in to discuss interseeding or management of their 
meadows to improve hay quality. I have scheduled three times to travel out 
and look at some of the meadows and Mother Nature prohibited my traveling. 
The RC&D meeting on Prescribed Burning was well attended and the information 
was well worth while. Some of the recommendations made by the RC&D personnell 
do not fit with the results of research conducted by the University. I have 
some reservations in their recommendations without more research or information 
being made available. 
A couple more tree orders have come in and been forwarded to Clar,.ke-McNary. 
The total trees ordered th~ough this office this year was 1500 compared to 2100 
in 1986. 
Reports on calf losses have been very low and scattered from around the 
county. I plan to attend the Fish Farming Workshop in North Platte on April 8. 
We have had twelve producers come in or request information on fish farming. 
Jim Gosey will be out on April 21 and 22 to give coffee shop sessions on 
Matching the Cow to the Environment and Breeding for Boxed Beef. On the 21 
we will have a session in Merriman from 6:30 to 8 p.m. fIT at tlie.Sand Cafe:":, 
We will be at the Home Cafe from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. CT on the 22nd. 
Community Resource Development 
The Valentine Economic Development Committee met on the 2nd to determine 
interest in having a private company come in and evaluate Valentine for economic 
development. The Committee met with the City Council to request funding and 
has scheduled the seminar and evaluation for April 16th. 
I have contacted 17 businesses in Valentine, 5 in Merriman, and 2 in CodY. 
Crookston and Nenzel, about the Managing Main Street Business_program. Of those 
I have contacted only 6 have said they are not interested in any type of program. 
I am trying to contact ~ll the businesses and we may have to set up more than 
one group. 
we. 
dr 
4-H and Youth 
A meetigg was held to determine interest in a Shooting Sports Club. We 
had 14 in attendance and will plan on holding an organizational meeting on April 
6th. We also have had some interest ·in a club being organized near Cody. 
Also a meeting was held to finalize plans for the July Teen Retreat. Plans 
are progressing very well and we have 5 from Cherry County, 5 from BKR and 5 
from Central Sandhills interested in attending. 
----
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Chair - Home Economics 
April 1987 
Administrative activities dominated the month of April. Budgetary plans hit the 
tax levy ceiling with the discovery that Social Security payments had been 
inadvertantly omitted from agents' salaries for the past two and one-half years. 
Many hours were spent seeking information with County, District, State and 
interagency personnel. After two meetings, the Cherry county Extension Board felt it 
was also in the best interest to have a University audit performed to "clear the 
books" and start fresh. While hopefully the Social Secuity is being straightened 
out, word of an audit is yet to be received. 
Also in the line of administrative functions, I traveled to Scottsbluff to 
attend training for Agent Chair positions. An excellent program dealing with office 
setting, managerial levels, goal setting and marketing the Extension image was 
uplifting,after some tension producing budget sessions! 
The Valentine Community was presented an interesting chalJenge to "Revitalize" 
after a public meeting with a commercial marketing/analysis evaluation by a company 
named CityMark. The company's evaluation of schools and services were higher than 
any city they've worked with. Natural Beauty and recreational opportunities were 
cited as being the number one resource Cherry County should market, even over outside 
industry. 
On that note, the community set the 1987 June Annual Meeting of the Nebraska 
Council of Home Extension clubs as a target date for some efforts. Block 
chairpersons were established in ten sections of the city for localizing neighborhood 
eyesores and planning clean up campaigns. (This agent ended up professionally and 
personally involved!) 
More meetings for convention took place in April as registration begins and 
housing forecasts indicate having to rely on private homes. A definite computer 
program for the convention is needed as the Cherry County office expertise can handle 
the basics but not the unexpected errors. 
Program planning for Cherry County got an extra boost when Cherry County was 
identified as being one of the ten areas in the state to identify "Issues and 
Concerns" pertinent to the Cooperative Extension Service in Nebraska. An unexpected 
emergency provided this agent the opportunity to step into the program leaders place 
and conduct the "Nominal Group Process" with community members. 
The results of the Nominal Group process provided interesting insight and 
verification to an informal survey of Home Extension Club members identifying program 
needs. While the Nominal Group identified major concerns. the Cherry County 
Extension Club women seemed to be more specific within the same topics with suggested 
program topics in their separate program selection method. 
The process and surveys provided great satisfaction to this agent that our 
programming areas are essentially on target and meeting the needs of general public 
and traditional Extension audiences. It was a valuable experience right before 
Annual Plans of Work were due. (See special report written on the results of this 
process.) 
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4-H and Youth programming areas emphasized in AprjJ were with the 4-H Cherry Pit 
Newsletter, the general 4-H Council meeting and preparations with the Style Revue 
Committee. Nancy Kobliska, 4-H Youth Specialist from North Platte, visited our 
office and related areas she may prQvide assistance. 
"Special Kids in 4-H", a specific project by this agent to include handicapped 
children in 4-H projects, had a planning meeting for outlining a program to be 
presented at the Annual Staff Development and inservice meeting in May in Lincoln. 
Home Extension Club Annual Spring Tea was held in Cody on a beautiful spring day 
after the spring council meeting. "Hats Off to Home Extension Clubs" gave tea 
at tenders a chance to don their pretty (or silly) spring bonnets. A clever skit set 
to rhyme by Marguarite Wobig kept everyone entertained. "Tripps" of Norfolk 
presented their Spring fashion accessories. 
Later in the month, a carload of Extension Club women set off to Ainsworth to 
hear the Nebraska Humanities Speaker. She presented some very challenging thoughts 
but lacked in presentation qualities. 
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THOMAS O. DILL 
EXTENSION AGNET - AGRICULTURE 
APRIL NARRATIVE 
CHERRY COUNTY 
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
I visited the J. B. Fischer ranch and talked about meadow improvement and 
alfalfa renovation. He plans to proceed with his alfalfa renovation this year. 
I also visited several operations to look at their Conservation Reserve land and 
made recommendations to the landowners and the SCS personnell on seeding practices. 
The Fish Farming workshop held in North Platte was very informative and some of 
the information will be very useful in Cherry County. Jim Gosey's presentations 
went very well. Attendance was low, as most of my coffee shop sessions have been. 
We had nine in Merriman and four in Valentine. This is more than in the past 
and the discussion was very good. There were lots of comments on this type of 
program from the participants. Most of those attending were very pleased with 
the set up because they can get down to problems or questions they have on their 
operations and don't feel inhibited about asking a queston. The time of year , 
seems to be the biggest problem. Dennis Bauer, Bruce Treffer and I are trying to 
plan a system to hold a series of meetings this fall and winter. We would line 
up a week when a specialist would come and work through our area giving meetings 
of the coffee shop approach. 
I have had lots of calls on weeds come into the office this month. Many 
calls have also been handled dealing with fungal diseases of lawn and flowers. 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
I have visited with 10 more businesses about Managing Main Street Business 
program. They are all positive about what the program has to offer and are 
interested in participating. The Valentine Economic Development Committee 
co-sponsored a seminar put on by Citymart to help the community improve itself 
and try to bring an industry to Cherry County. The seminar was well attended 
and the information very valuable to Valentine and the County. Action was 
taken by several committees formed to help clean up Valentine and improve the City. 
4-H AND YOUTH 
The Shooting Sports 4-H Club in Valentine has begun to meet and go through 
the Nebraska Game and Parks Hunter Safety Program. They will meet on Monday nights 
for five weeks to meet the requirements. The Eighth Grade Conservation Day went 
very well. All the adults in attendance felt the program is something that needs 
to be continued and possibly expanded to include the town school. The twenty-six 
youth that attended thought the part on history was boring but they enjoyed 
the rest. A meeting on the Teen Retreat to finalize plans took place and we 
have made a decision on topics to be presented. The Annual Camp Planning 
meeting also was held and Bruce Treffer will be camp director this year. The 
4-H Council met and heard committee reports. 
( 
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant, 
Extension Agent - Chair - Home Economics 
May 1987 
"On the Road Again" could have been the theme song for my May schedule. Lincoln 
could have been my second home. but each of the three trips proved beneficial to 
programming or backgrounding. 
The first trip in May was for "Staff Development". Special sessions were held 
on water quality and program emphasis for Home Economics subject areas with 
specialists furnishing extra background. Staff Development week gave agents from 
across the state the opportunity to meet with the Home Economics P!:Q!:~_~§!Ql).a~ Seg!:!Q!! 
1I!~~t1n.g and commi ttee work. a 1_::!! ~~~"t!Q!! !!!~~!.!!!g. a l.'!g~~=~~g.!§.!at1y~ gQ!!!!!!.!"!!~~ 
!!!~~t1ng. As chairperson for the Home Economics Section. I chaired a elJQuQ eo.!l,.QY 
~Qmmitt~~ !!!eeting in which Dean Lucas provided some insight for our goal setting. 
When you really believe in a cause. you'll do anything to promote the effort. 
Includin~ the fact of saying "yes" to providing an inservice session on Handicapped 
and Special Kids in 4-H. That's what we did last fall. but when the moment came 
closer. the other two volunteer agents and I began to panic. How could we be most 
effective? How could we convince 4-H volunteers to help include "special" 4-Her's? 
Would we be able to hold the attention of the (hopefully) twenty people who might 
attend? Oh wow! Worry! 
Our noon luncheon time arrived -- and so did the sixty-eight agents. assistants 
and specialists that ventured into our presentation! We captured their attention by 
imposing a handicap of blindness. learning disabilities. hearing or limb restriction 
with a collection of bandages. crutches. wheelchairs and mittens. The self-serve 
buffet luncheon became a REAL challenge. The opening of the luncheon began in sign 
language. Activities and lectures challenged the Extension personnel to use 4-H 
projects to capture special talents in 4-Her's and allow them to work to their 
potential. Special tips and guidelines were provided and a table of resources were 
open for viewing. 
At the end of the luncheon. participants shed their handicaps to be more aware 
of others handicaps and to learn a motto in sign language ... 
"TO MAKE THE BEST BETTER"! 
Another quick trip to Lincoln facilitated participation as the only Extension 
Agent - Home Economics represented on the University - Issues and Concerns = Nominal 
g~Q~P e!:Q~~ss. The meeting was a duplicate of the meeting I conducted for the Cherry 
County input. Interestingly enough. the issues were basically the same except the 
University faculty and staff interjected more complexity to the same issues 
identified in Cherry County. 
The third trip at the end of May provided Food Preservation Update by the 
University of Nebraska and Kerr Canning Corporation. The workshop. lecture and 
hands-on experience emphasized the many changes in time tables and processing. 
Background reference materials and assistance with prepared news releases will 
assist agents with calls during the busy canning season. 
Office time was dominated with final preparation time for the Annual NCHEC 
Convention in Valentine. May also brought a huge response to the city-wide cleanup 
and Revitalization. The Chamber of Commerce meetings I attended were to explain to 
merchants our convention schedules. details for their sponsorship of a Chuckwagon 
Breakfast and merchant participation in the Moonlight Madness during the convention. 
Radio and newsprint coverage helped provide extra housing needs as the registrations 
continue to add up. 
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We are pre$ently hoping for 500 convention attendees. We know now we wilJ 
exceed the 400 goal, but if we hit 600, we will be in genuine PANIC! 
Many hours were spent on the phone with convention details and with pencil 
flying to prepare the Annual Plans of Work. The Cherry County Extension Board met 
and the Home Extension Council had executive sessions for spring and summer plans. 
Several longer staff meetings were planned to assist with 4-H activities; fair judges 
and events such as the Help Day and Home Ec Contest and Clothing Day. 
*Agent's Footnote: During a day of annual leave, my ten year old and I toured 
Morrill Hall Museum. While we were enjoying the mineral and rock displays, I was 
very surprised to see the Nebraska Water Quality exhibit looked very ancient and 
dated (1950's ?). 
Nebraska has better water and concern that that! 
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CHERRY COUNTY 
THOMAS O. DILL 
EXTENSION AGENT - AGRICULTURE 
MAY NARRATIVE 
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
The lawn and garden questions have started to come in. It seems everything 
is about two weeks ahead of where it should be. Most calls are dealing with 
fungi,::as the basic cause. 
The meetings in Lincoln went well and some material will fit Cherry County 
needs. I also attended a meadow management tour held on the South Refuge. The 
areas we looked at were very interesting and with modifications oculd be used 
very efficiently to improve meadows. 
Gene Deutscher and Jim Nichols came up and we looked at Dick Ballards pastures 
and visited about his feelings as a participant in the Integrated Reproductive 
Management program, so far. 
I also went to North Platte to they Integrated Pest Management training 
day on May 28. The talks presented were well worth going to. The most useful 
were on alfalfa and pasture diseases and insects. I was asked by a lawyer from 
David Haun's office to help a couple with a cash flow projection to use in their 
Chapter Ii bankruptcy. The couple was unable to come in when we first scheduled 
a meeting but will come in next month. 
Plans are also set to have three Range Field Days during the next 3 months. 
By holding one each moth, at different locations we should be able to attract 
all interested parties. Plans are also finalized to have Jon Wilson, the new 
District Forester, come up for two days next month. 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
The Managing Main Street Business Project has had to be postponed till 
later in the year. Most of the businesses I had talked to that were interested 
have run into snags with the timing. We are going to try to set up a session 
to run in October and November this fall. 
4-H AND YOUTH 
I ran the Tractor Safety Training this month on the 19th and 23rd. There 
were twelve youth certified. I also helped Craig Anthony teach a Hunter Safety 
course in Cody as a preliminary step to establish a Shooting Sports Club. The 
first of the 3 Niobrara Horse Shows was held. It was a good show even though 
entries were down. 
( 
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Chair - Home Economics 
June 1987 
The BIG MONTH finally arrived. The many, many hours of meetings, phone calls, 
endless detailing and working with some pretty fantastic people culminated in the 
presentation of the Nebraska Home Extensoin Clubs, Inc. Annual meeting in Valentine. 
The registration fell at 596 participants, only four short of the 600 level we 
joked about being our "panic level". Not only were about 150 Extension club ladies 
involved, but so were their families, the neighbors, 4-H'ers, merchants, and even the 
mortician - he was a learnshop presentor! One regular cattle buyer came to Valentine 
during the convention and upon entering an evening entertainment spot, remarked "Why! 
Where did all these women come from?! There must be a hundred of em!" And a good 
hearted conventioneer yelled back, "Correction sir! There's six-hundred of us!" 
Rainshowers dampened the State Board Meeting evening B-B-Q at the agent's home 
but set ~emperatures for the week at "perfect". The Armchair Tour by Marianne Beel 
proved to be a good money maker for the Cherry County Home Extension Council as it 
was very popular with local residents. The meals were excellently prepared by Church 
auxilIaries and caterers and recipes were sought as a "take home" item. 
The Chamber of Commerce provided a chuck wagon style breakfast and stayed open 
late to accommodate an "exercise" break for convention attendees. The two block Main 
Street closed down $9000 richer that night! 
Tours created memories and discoveries for Mom to bring the entire family back 
to Cherry County. Many river "tubers" said they couldn't believe they actually 
floated the river but had such a good time they couldn't wait to bring back their 
families. The Cowboy and Indian Tour also proved to be six times more popular than 
planned for -- with 126 people touring the prairie highlights in school buses. 
The hours of coordinating learnshops and workshops proved 100% successful. 
Extension Club members went home wiser and were also inspired by the Dean of the 
College of Home Economics and a Nebraska Humanities speaker. 
When the six hundred participants left for their homes, they took part of "Heart 
City" with them ... hearts on candle holders, badges, suckers, tin punch and wheat 
weavings. They also carefully packed prickly cactus gardens, barbed wire hearts, 
branding irons and wheat weaving mailboxes, windmills and and straw dolls and lQ!~ of 
good memories. 
And as the host county waved good bye ... it was very difficult to remember a 
county that two years ago had entertained serious thought of cancelling their 
invitation to host the event! Instead, they filled the hearts of many with genuine 
Sandhill hospitality and set their goals for "nothing less than the best" ... and they 
achieved it! 
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The week after convention was a very feeble attempt to take a week's vacation. 
However, although mostly home based, news releases and radio programs were prepared 
about the aftermath of the convention. A walking tour of Main Street Valentine by 
this agent extended personal thank-yo us and surveyed the economic impact of the State 
NCHEC Convention. Nine thousand dollars ahd been spent by four hundred women in 
three hours shopping time -- and Main Street Valentine businesses open that evening 
was only one block long! 
Other activities (during vacation - hal) included one day of rewriting the 
County Fairbook and another halfday with the 4-H Council summer meeting. Several 
hours were spent visiting with the new 4-H District supervisor. News releases were 
written. 
Other June activities included a one day trip to 4-H Camp to observe BKR agent, 
Carol Plates "Bread Making" program. A professional "Goals" inservice training in 
North Platte was attended to follow up the series by Paul Gessaman, Extension 
Specialist. 
An evening supper meeting with District Staff Sumption and Dearborn and Central 
Sandhills agent Mick Helberg headed a discussion about the potential of program 
sharing between Central Sandhills and Cherry County. Ideas were brainstormed and 
discussed. No conclusions were reached but an effort to establish more 
communications between offices was a priority. 
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CHERRY COUNTY 
THOMAS O. DILL 
EXTENSION AGENT - AGRICULTURE 
JUNE NARRATIVE 
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
June was a very full month •. Th~ annual meeting of all the Integrated Reproductive 
Management participants. The meeting was in North Platte and it was nice to 
hear what other participants were doing. The garden questions now are out numbering 
the lawn questions coming in. Most of them are still related to the fungal 
diseases. With the cool wet weather this is expected. 
The Range Field Day went very well. We had seven youth and six adults. 
This first one was held at Rob Ravenscroft's ranch. 
I went out with SCS personnel on two days to help evaluate cover crops 
for the Conservation Reserve Program. Jon Wilson, the District Forester, spent 
two days in Cherry County and we looked at five sites in Valentine where people 
were having problems with their trees. We also went out to look at the area 
on Schlagel Creek where the fire was. The Natural Resources District had made 
some replants in the area and survival was very poor in the canyons. We also 
checked the plantings at the Boardman Bridge Wildlife area. 
4-H and Youth 
Our 4-H Camp at Halsey went well this year. Cherry County had 17 youth 
at the camp. The two Niobrara Horse Shows in June went very well. The week 
at Range Camp was very well planned and educational for me and the youth. It 
was fun as well. 
We had a grooming clinic on June 11 and had 40 youth and adults in attendance. 
The clinic was put on by Keith Dusenberry and Ronna Pinney. Kieth put on the 
grooming portion and Ronna put on the showmanship portion. Comments were very 
positive on both portions. 
Doyle Wolverton was up for a Livestock judging Clinic on June 19. It was 
held at the sale barn and there were 32 youth and adults in attendance. The 
clinic was very informational and comments were positive. Several in attendance 
said they'would like to have future clinics of this type. 
----
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
Extension Agent - Chair - Home Economics 
July 1987 
Firecrackers couldn't have started this month otT with a bigger BANG! The fury 
of the Home Extension Club Convention was over, but definitely not everything 
pertaining to it! Several meetings helped summarize some finances and tons of thank 
you notes are to be written. The impact is still reverber'ating in Cherry County and 
only great memories remain! 
Pat Steffens, District Home Economics Coordinator, visited our office. I will 
appreciate her new outlook and helpful insight to programming in Cherry County. 
Associate Director Del Dearborn also visited during the month to assist with office 
management and budget assistance. 
Representatives from the Cherry County Home Extension Council Executive Board 
met to assist with programmingpf le.ssons for c~u.b work. ,Th~ ~qm~ E~tensi9n Club 
\ 
survey and the "Nominal Group" priorities were used to help structure needed 
programs .. \ 
The Extension Board overcame schedule conflicts and had a suburban load of 
members and spouses attend the join meeting of Central Sandhills and Cherry County 
Boards. The meeting at Gudmundsen Ranch proved to be a very educational as to the 
programs and research being conducted within the Sandhi LIs. 
4-H and Youth 
4-H activities gained momentum during July. Some of the activities I 
participtaed in or coordinated are listed. 
4-H Presentations participati~n was low again this year. More efforts need to 
be made to promote first year partiCipation. Guidelines for several trophy/awards 
need criteria for team situations and special promotion areas. Volunteer 
coordinators Pam and Doug Fusselman audio taped the presentations for radio and 
personal improvement uses. Next year we will try to video the presentations by using 
the County Superintendent's camcorder. I handled the photos for newspaper coverage. 
A lengthy staff meeting helped define activities and events during the fair for 
the new 4-H Assistant. Each specific activity was outljned and a staff person put in 
charge to balance the workload. Several meetings were held with staff walking 
through the new "Interview Judging" process for all fajr entries. Last minute judges 
adjustments and schedule announcements were made after the Cherry County Agriculture 
Society decided to change rodeo/activity dates of the fair. Fairbook changes were 
made at a late date also. 
The 4-H Home Economics 
its biggest attendance yet! 
reasons. There weren't any 
qualifiers will be eligible 
State Fair. 
Contest was run during the Clothing and Styling Day had 
Forty-eight contestants judgpd and the majority gave 
team presentations to the reasons judge, but high point 
to form the Home Economics tram for Cherry County for the 
Styling and Clothing Construction ran very smoothly. Improvements for next year 
will include a slight tightening of the modeling schedule and practice modeling 
before the time in front of the judge. This year narrations were read for the 
stylist when she model~ed before the styling judge and thIngs went very smoothly. 
Construction judging and interviews went smoothly with projects primarily in the 
beginning and middle units. Advanced seamstresses seemed to have run out of tjme to 
complete their garments. 
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The Talent and Music Contest had twice as many participants as last year. 
Including talent and individual competition seems to be a positive move and provides 
a nice interlude to the hectic modeling schedule. 
The 4-H Help Day had popular Home Economic sessions. While judging and mock-
showmanship sessions progressed, fifteen girls learned to weave Friendship bracelets 
with embroidery floss. A volunteer 4-H member taught the session. Mothers, 
daughters, and 4-H friends flocked to the Strip Quilting session done by volunteer 
Deb Pitkin. Deb demonstrated strip quilting in garments and home furnishings as well 
as rag-coil basketry and got everyone's creative juices gOing! 
The "Back-Snacking" session done by this agent proved popular also because of 
the tasting and sampling. Ten boys and girls sampled treats from the Outdoor Cooking 
manual and other collected recipes. 
Painting ceramic miniatures closed the day's activities. Attendance was better 
than last years; however, more "helping" activities for projects could be included 
next year, such as modeling practice, etc. i'l 
The Hyannis Dog Show was observed by this agent (and mother). This Dog Show 
provided many fun events and great competition from the Panhandle. The main 
observation was the number of adult participants and the more advanced degrees of 
working dogs. It is hoped we will be able to encourage more second and third year 
participation in the Cherry County Dog Show. (This family sure learned a lot!) 
4. 
CHERRY COUNTY 
THOMAS O. DILL 
EXTENSION AGENT - AGRICULTURE 
JULY NARRATIVE 
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
The hectic race continues into July. Garden and tree calls made up the 
majority of questions this month. Del Dearborn, Associate Director of WCREC, 
was up for a tour of the demonstration plots I have been working on with Denny 
Bauer. We also visited Dick Ballard's ranch so Del could see what we are doing 
in the IRM program here in Cherry County. 
Jan Joseph, SCS District Conservationist, and I harvested hay from the 
Garrison Creeping Foxtail demonstration plots on ABC Ranch and Tom Hoffman's 
ranch. The data collected will be presented at the Annual Society for Range 
Management meetings in Kearney on October 15 and 16. 
The Range Field Day for July was at John Eatinger's ranch and went very 
well. There were only seven youth and two adults that attended. We went over 
the logistics of an actual Range Judging Contest and had a very short walk-
through on a contest. This was to prepare people for the county contest and 
encourage enrollment for the regional contest 
The local committee for the 5 state Regional Range Judging Contest met. 
The members other than myself are Jan Joseph, SCS; Bob Hilske, NRD; Greg Nollette, 
Vo-Ag; amd Bob Ellis, Fort Niobrara Refuge. Plans are going very well for the 
contest to be held on October 3. 
Jim Bushnell, from the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, 
was also up to tour the demonstratio plots. He had worked with some of the 
same techniques in Utah and in visiting with him I gained some knowledge and 
experience thorugh his trials and errors. 
The R.J. Lovejoy show was one of the largest hey have had. There were 
102 head of cattle shown. 
I attended and helped with a tour for the Nebraska Holistic Resource Management 
group on the 31 and 1. There were 60 in attendance and we toured areas of non-
use, 3 pasture rotation, season-long use and an HRM cell. It was interestng 
and some very thoughtprovoking questions were asked. 
4-H AND YOUTH 
I drove 168 miles to tag 19 stocker feeder calves for 4-H'ers one day. 
I enjoyed visiting with the 4-H'ers and seeing their calves. 
I also attended two days of the State Horse Show in Grand Island. As super-
intendent of Reining, I asw all of the reiners and Brad Higgins was j4st out 
of winning the Reserve Champion Junior Reining. Cherry County 4-H'ers presented 
themselves very well in the competition and away from the arena. We all need 
to be very proud of our youth when they represent Cherry County as well as they 
do. 
Help Day for the 4-H'ers was held on the 30th. Attendance for the Ag portions 
was not very high, but, it allowed more individual work with those in attendance. 
The Beef Showmanship session had seven youth that participated. They were allowed 
to work with calves while Chris and Jody Lovejoy gave them pointers. The Oral 
Reasons portion, given by Greg Nollett, was also attended by seven youth and 
one adult. The session was very informative and helpful for those attending. 
Cherry County 
Lynda Radant 
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August 1987 
Home Economics 
Coping with Today's Fabrics was the Home Extension Club Leader Training lesson 
given in August. The participants rated the lesson as extremely interesting. great 
topic, very informative and glad to be made aware of the manufacturers number within 
the garments. One lesson leader was very disappointed more information was not 
received on new fabrics. 
The evaluation form was primarily handed out after the club training rather than 
waiting for a month to pass-by. But the information returned can tell about Cherry 
County consumers in Extension clubs: 
I make it a 
labels to kn 
purchase a g 
habit to read the fiber content 
I make it a 
I know how t 
before I buy 
ow what I a. buying before I 
annent or fabric 
habit to read care labels so 
o care for a gannent or fabric 
label instructions as given 
and fabric 
I follow care 
on ganDents 
-
make a legitimate complaint 
nt/fabric performance 
I alii a.l& to 
for poor ganne 
after proper care 
Al Wi.}'S lJsua lly Sometimes Hever 
48% 42% 10% 
52% 38% 6% 
52% 40% 4% 
40% 25% 18% 
The lesson was very well received and leaders espeCially appreciate the visuals 
flip chart booklet. Several comments were pertaining to the fact that while most of 
the information was written - the poor layout of the Leader's Guide - Cop ing With 
IQ~~ Fabrics made it Y~£Y difficult to find. Subdivi sions and subheadings with 
more spatial visual relief would aid the older (85%) of the club members in using the 
booklet again. 
Home Extension Club Status 
Preparations for August-September club meetings found us short one club in 
Cherry County. The membership of that "west end of Cherry" club has decided many of 
their members needs could be met via mailbox participation or by joining in with "the 
town club". We won't be loosing our 'Pine Creek' gals but hope to continue to stay 
in contact with them throughout their lifestyle changes and travels! 
The Nebraska Council of Home Extension Club's convention in Valentine created 
enough interest that about seven new Mailbox Members proved the mailing list and 
activities. Some of our Mailbox Members proved to be that extra helping hand needed 
at convention! 
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4-H and Youth Activities 
The Cherry County Agricultural Society presented the Extension Office with some 
interesting challenges this year by changing the schedule of the events six weeks 
before fair. This posed some schedule changes to meet the "distant families" 
economized travel schedules. 
One day was spent preparing the exhibit hall for the new approach of interview 
l~Qg!ng all exhibits. Next year we should have some volunteers to help clean, set up 
and organize. The interviews and schedule went extremely smooth and even the adult 
skeptics were pleased with the results. Entries were immediately displayed and 
everything looked super when the fair opened. 
The 1=H ~ut~£!!~ in Lexington was attended by a volunteered MOM and the reports 
back from the six girls was very positive. They were especially excited about KVRN, 
antiques and accesories for clothing that they could make. The girls Qid miss out on 
interview judging but their exhibits were judged and displayed. 
Only one contestant participated in the 4-H Barbecue Contest this year as the 
fair schedule change caused another contestant to drop out. The change also produced 
a problem with the judge but a substitute was quickly found. The contest was held in 
a small roped off area next to the exhibit hall doors. It was an excellent location 
for exposure and mouth watering advertisement of the contest. 
This agent also assisted Shooting Sports leaders with the County Shoot Off. 
Since the group was short of funds, "Moms" were strongly encouraged to pay $1 for a 
six 8-8 shoot off! The contest was in its first year and all had a great deal of fun 
at it. 
State Fair invitation letters and instructions were placed on the exhibits 
before leaving County Fair this year. This helped eleviate questions and mailing 
problems. 
Major suggestions for next year's fair include adherance to County Fair 
schedules, obtaining several new display cases (especially for more fragile and 
valuable collections), utilizing a suggestion box as suggested by the 4-H Council and 
more complete news coverage. Although the staff had specific responsibilities for 
each event, not all media coverage was carried out and some hard feelings resulted! 
The 4-H Hom~ ECQnQ~!~§ Iea~ for State Fair trained under this agent's 
supervision. Three meetings were established with three veteran members and three 
new members. General project information, team responsibilities and actual team 
situations practices helped the team present a "practiced" approach to the state 
contest. We hope they do well! 
Miscellaneous 
One full week of vacation was finally achieved the week after County Fair. It 
was extremely rewarding after a super busy summer to have some family time before the 
hectic school schedules begin! 
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4-H and Youth Activities 
A super packed month of Home Extension Club activities. State Fair and 4-H 
activities dominated the month of September. not leaving much time to breath or 
organize for anything. Priorities were dictated by "what's happening ~" instead of 
the "what's next approach. 
4-H Activities were culminated with 34 entries being delivered to the Nebraska 
St~t~ ~~Xr for Cherry County participants. Although it seemed blue and purple 
ribbons were hard to come by this year. Cherry County edged slightly more blues and 
purples than red and whites. 
Cherry County proudly claims four other 4-Her's from Cherry County as Gwyn 
Vaughn w09 first place in the Home Economics contest; Jeff Chenoweth won ninth place 
in livestock judging; Jess Ravenscroft had the top Range Management collection and 
Doug Schneider was invited to participate in the Mechanized Agriculture Contest of 
the Western States at Ak-Sar-Ben. 
The State Fair entries were made on Tuesday by this agent. I also helped in the 
Hl,lJ.!!~!} Q~Y~lQQm~n! ~r_~~ with toy display. A State 4-:-l! 8.ection meeting of which I 
serve as Secretary provided more information on changes in Judging contests. policy 
setting and National meetings. A meeting with State 4-H Staff for preparation for 
N£\tiog~l ~::ij C9gg:r~$S in Chicago helped revitalize this agent before heading back to 
Valentine after a raft of errands. 
Plans to revitalize Cherry County's 4-H School Enrichment program were made with 
the new 4-H Wheat Science project. The program integrates areas of social studies. 
math. composition, science and economics and culminates with bread baking. Plans 
fell through though with 4-H Assistant. Cindy Perrett submitting her resignation 
after her vacation. Plans may be postponed or rescheduled for next spring. County 
Superintendent Barb Reed will assist to help get the information to the rural 
teachers if we can obtain the need materials and kit information. 
Other September 4-H Activites included helping coordinate 4-H Achievement Night 
plans and participating in a marathon 4-H Council meeting that lasted seven and one-
half hours. 
Home Economics Programming 
The Cherry County Home Extension Councils Achievement Night proved to be a 
celebration of families. past officers. and council achievements. Membership awards 
and county fair exhibits and volunteer hours were recognized with certificates. An 
installation ceremony of the new and retiring officers followed the "many hats of 
Extension Club leaders" theme. 
Pat Steffens. District Home Economics Coordinator. presented a delightfully 
inspiring presentation on Families in the Nineties. Election of a new Council 
Chairperson and Council Secretary was achieved after much arm twisting and 
salesmanship. It became. more apparent that the nominating committee should present 
specific office responsibility job descriptions and improve their sales pitch for 
opportunities through Home Extension Club work. 
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In addition to other home economics programming, weekly news columns, radio 
reports, and publicity for leader training lessons for "New Wi'!Y~§ !!! gQQK!Jlg'~ was 
prepared. 'Three meetings for the Citizens Education Council for Abused and Neglected~ 
Children - Literary selection commi.ttee were attended and a Sandhills Home Economists 
meeting. Preparation for leader training lessons and Eating !Q.Q~y' t:Qf ~ ij~alth~~.r: 
!Q~Q~ro~ series were made. 
Coping with Today's Fabrics was presented at the VaJentine Garden Club with 
fifteen members present. The club expressed an interest in the possibility of 
becoming an "associate club". 
The Happy Homemakers Extension Club invited me to participate in the planning 
and exchange supper with a sister club from Brown County. The theme of '~J::<ijJ~JE:! 
l"!.Q!!~~':: from a lesson I had developed gave the hosting club their menu of Gladiola 
Salad, with Poppy Seed dressing, Chicken Casserole, Carnation Muffins, Herbal Tea, 
and Marigold Cake. The table appointments, decorations. and evening activities were 
all based on different types of flowers. 
Administrative Functions 
In addition to Annual Report preparation, some file reorganization and 
preparations for the autumn Extension Board meeting, I had the opportunity to 
participate in a course within the E:~~Q~!;!Y~ Q~Y~!QJ)II!~nt S~L!~.§. from the University 
of Nebraska. The course emphasized managerial leadership and motivation, leadership 
styles and behavior modification to improve internal and external communications 
within offices. The two hundred dollar tuition fee for the course was paid for by 
the District Director and other conference fees were incidental to the return trip 
from the Nebraska State Fair. 
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